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. Passes hose sheam test required in North America

. Classified by Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

Find out more. Contact Technical Glass Products (TGP)

at 80042G0279 or visit www.fireglass.com today.
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Com ment

I had lunch recently with a gifted young [architect] who was once a student of mine. I put "architect" in brackets,

because she is not quite one. she hadn't heard the results of her California Supplemental Exam. But she was eager

to tell me about the experience, the way you tell people about the car wreck you were in, over and over and over,

struggling to purge the feelings of shame and terror.

Her account accorded almost exactly with my own Examination Day, although I flatter myself that mine was even

more horrific. ln the first place, it was at a hotel in lrvine, which added a super-supplemental test: finding the hotel

among an undifferentiated landscape of glass boxes, some of which were offices, one of which was the city hall,

and one of which was presumably my destination.

I did eventually find the hotel, and in plenty of time to enjoy the "architecture" of its lobby. I know it would be

unrealistic to ask the Architects Board to schedule the exams in the DeYoung Museum or the Disney Concert Hall,

but this was like taking your medical exams in a morgue.

And then, when I got to the room and sat down across the folding table from the three examiners (or was it four?

All I remember was noticing that the number of questions was one too many for each to ask an equal number, an

asymmetry that troubled me more than it should have)-when I sat down opposite them, I saw directly behind the

examiners a mirror, which allowed me to watch my own disintegration.

And lt was my birthday.

I left there more certain than I had ever been of failure, which, blessedly, turned out not the case. My young friend

also was absolutely certain she had failed, and for the same reason, the hallmark of the proceedings: "Let me

repeat the question." You think you've answered the question, and the examiner says, "Let me repeat the ques-

tion." Then, "Let me repeat the question." And, "Let me repeat the question." Water-boarding shmater-boarding,

this is torture. You know they've concluded you've done something wrong, but you have no idea what. l'd rather

face Detective Sipowicz in a bad mood.

And what is the point? What was once a wide-ranging discussion among peers has been progressively circum-

scribed, to the point that it is just another segment of the ARt, read aloud. lt could be computer-administered, and

if it cannot be machine-graded (which I bet it can, but l'm no expert), it would still take fewer people to grade than

it now takes to haze the incoming generation.

What can the Supplemental Exam judge that a computer-administered test can't? Well, it can judge whether you

clean up nice, it can iudge your hue, it can judge your gender. lt can judge whether you sound intelligent (1, for
example, am a hillbilly, and I sound kind of stupid-but l'll sneak up on you). lt can.iudge how well you handle pres-

sure, which is perhaps relevant to architectural practice but is hardly a criterion for licensure.

ln other words, it's a lawsuit waiting to happen, and it should be discontinued. Architecture school is hellish

enough. We don't need a belt line, too.

Tim Culvahouse, FAIA, editor

tim@culvahouse.net

We also neglected in the previous issue to note a correction:

in the article "GSA: The Modern Medici?" in issue 07.1, we failed

to credit Langdon Wilson, the associate architect for the San-

dra Day 0'Connor U.S. Courthouse in Phoenix and the Lloyd D.

George U.S. Courthouse and Federal Building in Las Vegas.

I want to welcome two Los Angelenos to the arcCA editorial

board, Annie Chu, AlA, of Chu + Gooding Architects, and Stephen

Slaughter AlA, of RNL Design. Iheir names should have been

in the editorial board roster in the last issue of arcCA, but,

well. I forgot. lt's great to have them with us.
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BIM solution
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today for
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Sca les
of
Application

opposite: Ron Henon/Archigram, exhibition poster,

lnstitute for Architecture and Urban Studies,1978, collection

of Iim Culvahouse.

Steven l. Doctors

From fasteners to fantasy cities, prefabrication has long nurtured both the practical and the theo-

retical. Some notions about prefabrication readily enter the construction lexicon; others remain
forever cast as brilliant yet unrealizable dreams. What they share is resistance to a fragmented

design and construction industry characterized by ossified disciplinary and classificatory lines. As

with other prolect delivery methodologies, such as design-build and integrated services, prefabri
cation seeks to blur or erase such lines by re-asserting the fundamentally collaborative nature of
architectural production. In doing so, it tackles a host of socio-economic, environmental, and aes-

thetic objectives at multiple scales of application.

By its narrowest definition, prefabrication privileges shop over field labor. From t}lis perspec-

tive, almost any factory-produced material, component, or system intended to reduce or improve

upon field labor may be seen as prefabricated. The lowly nail, cut on-site by craftsmen from iron

bars until nail cutting machines made this labor-intensive technique obsolete in the rgth century

is but one example.

Similarly, pre-cast concrete wall, stair, and structural components offer efficiencies often

exceeding that of traditional in-situ construction methodologies, most notably in high-rise

construction, where restricted site access and strong economic pressures drive ever-increasing

reliance on off-site fabrication and quality control. Indianapolis-based National Precast Con-

crete Association, for instance, sponsors a factory certification program in which both the final

manufactured product and its constituent materials undergo regular inspections. Indeed, from

awnings to z-moldings, the term "prefabricated" has emerged as a market-sawy term evoking

cost, time, and quality benefits for a host of building products.

By its broader definition, however-and this is where the blurring of disciplinary and trade

boundaries comes into play-prefabrication entails the assemblage of interdependent materials

and components in a controlled production environment as an alternative to traditional on-site

r3
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I

construction by a collection of unaffiliated,
specialized trades. The pre-hung doo. 

"rr".rr- ]

bly, ubiquitous in residential and .or.,-"r- '

cial construction, is a simple example. A door 
]

selected by the architect or builder is mortised l

in the factory mounted with a specified hard- I

ware package into a wood or metal frame, and 
I

delivered to the jobsite for quick installation i

into an interior or exterior wall. I

The complexity increases somewhat with
Iarger multiple-component assemblies, such

as prefabricated walls, a building strategy
employed since before the American Civil
War, when modular wall panels were available

to frontier-bound pioneers who chose not to
rely on the availability of local raw materi-
als. In today's construction market, prefab- 

i

ricated walls-categorized loosely as open ,

sheathed panels, structural sandwich panels, 
i

and unsheathed structural panels-are widely 
I

available, complete with framing *e-bers, 
I

glazing units, door assemblies, insulation, 
I

weather barrier, and exterior finish.
Beyond this generic assemblage, pr"f"b- 

]

ricated walls may be fitted with mechanical, 
]

plumbing, and electrical components or. as in 
]

of promotional arguments, but the common
narrative is that factory-built wall assemblies

minimize the impact of inclement weather on
construction schedules, facilitate continuous
and consistent quality control, reduce costly

and space-consuming on-site storage require-

Factory-built wall assemblies lead inevi- ! ultimate iteration with manufactured build-
tably, of course, to discussion of prefabricated I ings, which are pre-assembled in their entirety
buildings. As early as the rSzos, British set- | before delivery to a site. While the attributes
tlers toted portable modular cottages on their I of each classification vary the most frequently

the r95os Case Study House by Rafael Soriano, I on prefabricated floor, wall, and mechanical
storage units incorporated into factory-built I assemblies in an effort to reduce the field labor
interior partitions. Manufacturers of prefabri- | required for construction. The iconic Dymax-
cated wall assemblies today employ a variety I ion House $927-28) by Buckminster Fuller,

journey to inhabit Western Australia. In the

modernist era, the distilling of a house to a

set of standardized, reproducible, and adapt-

able components to facilitate rapid and cost-

efficient field assembly has a long history of
experimentation. In the r94os, Walter Gro-
pius and Konrad Wachsmann pursued such

a dream with their General Panel System kit
of parts (see Dora fones's article in this issue

of arcCA\, and the r95os post-war housing
demand fueled wide-ranging research and

development activity on prefabricated homes.

Terminology in the contemporary pre-

fabrication industry is a bit fluid, but the dis-

cussion tends to revolve around four general

classifications of "factory-built" structures.
Pre-cut buildings, the first classification, are

assembled in the field from a factory-supplied

kit of parts-Lindahl Cedar Homes is a well-

known example-containing all necessary con-

with its central mast housing a prefabricated

service core and a kit of parts, might today
be viewed as a hybrid of these first two clas-

sifications. The reliance on factory labor is 
]

further extended with modular buildings, the j

third classification, comprised of two o, rno." 
I

cited advantages over traditional field labor-

oriented construction are continuous quality
control, reduced weather delays and material
damage, assemblers working for the same

business entiry and, in the case of mass-pro-

duced homes, cost efficiencies gained through
the volume purchase of building materials.

It has become increasingly evident that
prefabrication-long an object of derision by

architects for its seemingly obsessive attention

to stripped-down standardization and a pre-

sumed absence of stylistic sensibility-is no

Ionger a building strategy limited to the mass

production residential market. A case in point
is a recent exhibit curated by Andrew Blauvelt

for the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis with
support from Dwell magazine and furniture
retailer Design Within Reach. Entitled "Some

Assembly Required: Contemporary Prefab-

ricated Houses," the motivation behind the
struction materials and components. Panel- j exhibit was to draw attention to recent techno-
ized buildings, by contrast, rely more heavily I logical advancements in prefabrication and to

promote its future potentialities. The exhibited
projects-ranging from a ten-module Desert

House prototfpe (zoo5) by Marmol Radziner +
Associates to the one-room weeHouse in Wis-

consin (zoo3) by Alchemy Architects offered
on a turn-key basis with all but appliances and

mechanical equipment-demonstrate an array

ofapproaches to prefab erperimentation and a
vibrant interest in mainstreaming its technolo-

gies within the architectural community.
' Further evidence of architectural inter-

est in prefabrication is the recent announce-

ments, and simplify onsite management of I 
prefabricated modules delivered to the site for j

multiple trades. j assembly on a site-built foundation, and to its 
I
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ment of a 2oo7 AIA Education Award to the

ecoMOD project at the University of Virginia

-directed by architecture professor fohn
Quale and engineering professor Paxton Mar-

shall-with the stated objective of generating

ecologically-sensitive, prefabricated prototypes

for the affordable housing market.

Prefabricated buildings have long served

other market sectors as well. Fully-functional

data centers housed in standard transportable

containers facilitate erpansion of existing tech-

nology infrastructures without the time-con-

suming design and construction process cus-

renovation. These mobile data centers include

on-board technology configured to a user's

requirements and the HVAC and UPS support

systems critical to sustaining proper environ-

mental conditions. While there is some argu-

ment in the technology industry as to whether

such prefabricated data centers are viable as

a long-term solution, it is clear that they can

serve as part ofa comprehensive disaster recov-

ery effort when a primary technology facility is

non-operational.

Similarly, prefabricated central operat-

ing plants complete with mechanical, electri-

cal, and plumbing components are touted as

alternatives to time-consuming central plant

construction. Prefabricated steel buildings-
think Butler Buildings-have, since early in
the twentieth-century served a broad range of
building tlpologies for agricultural, industrial,

commercial, retail and military use.

Prefabrication is also a common method-

ology in bridge construction for both pedes-

trian and vehicular use. For limited spans,

bridges may be factory-assembled in their

entirety. For longer spans, it is common for a

bridge to be assembled on-site from fi-rlly prefab-

ricated steel modules or from pre-cast concrete

columns, bent and pier caps, decks, and other

substructure and superstructure components.

The Federal Highway Administration suggests

that prefabricated bridge components minimize
impacts on vehicular circulation due to shorter

construction periods, reduce construction zone

safety issues, and lessen the impact of construc-

tion on the surroundilg environment.

If buildings and bridges can be prefabri
cated, why not an entire city? One can argue

tomarily associated with building expansion or I that prefabrication has pervaded much twen-

tieth-century thinking about the city. Amidst

a deepening conviction in architecture as a

transformative tool, early modernists idealized

the Functional City as a rationalized, system-

atized, and mechanized organism constructed

anew to replace its chaotic pre-industrial pre-

decessor. This tobulo ra.sa strategy may be

seen in the fantastical t9r4 Cittd Nuovo of
Italian Futurist Antonio Sant'Elia, again in
the r9z5 Voisin Plan by Le Corbusier for a

new city within a city, and subsequently mani-

fested most notably in Brasilia at mid-century.

In the r96os, the Walking City and Plug-in

City depicted by Archigram similarly sug-

gested abandonment of the existing urban

fabric in favor of a prefabricated habitable

infrastructure that, through its modularity and

mobility, would respond swiftly to evolving

societal needs. These were mere idealizations,

but they tantalizingly envisioned solutions

to the human condition through a paradigm

ofprefabrication.
Mobility and modularity remain key

attributes in contemporary discourse about

r5

left: Eutler Storage Building, Clay Spur Bentonite Plant & Camp, Weston County, Wyoming,

1940s[?], courtesy of Library of Congress; middle: Buckminster Fuller, Dymaxion House;

right: 0uonset Hut Type 1, Barbers Point Naval Air Station, Honolulu County, Hawaii,1940s,

courtesy of Library of Congress.

prefabrication and societal objectives, but
the scale tends toward either the more real-

izable-affordable housing assembled from
sustainable prefabricated modules-or the

more ephemeral-interim solutions such as

the problematic FEMA 'cities' deployed in the

wake of Hurricane Katrina. Even accommoda-

tions for the next generation of explorers, the

International Space Station-started in 1998

with a prefabricated Russian control mod-

ule and recently expanded with an Italian-
made bus-sized'room'-evidences attention
to mobility and modu-larity for an inhabitable

infrastructure at a smaller scale of application

than that of the unrealized Archigram cities.

While this may seem to suggest an outer

limit to the scale of application for prefabrica-

tion, its potentialities are indeed limitless.
Prefabrication, as we have seen, is more than a

building strategy or project delivery methodol-

ogy. It is a paradigm of design and construc-

tion, one that accentuates and capitalizes on

the fundamentally collaborative character of
architectural production. With such a view,

there are no limits to the scale of application. o
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f Prefabo

Brian Linder, AIA

It seems everyone is talking about prefab homes these days-from Dwell to Time, on television
and radio. On the Internet, entire websites are devoted to it. But what exactly is prefab? Does it
really existl

In general, prefab refers to buildings that have some portion constructed or assembled in
a factory and a corresponding portion constructed or assembled on site. The spectrum includes

everything from mobile homes, manufactured entirely in a factory and simply driven to the site

and set down on minimal foundations, to custom stick-built homes with very few factory-built

components and a lot of on-site labor. In between we find everything else, from modular (room-

size units manufactured in a factory and stacked on site) to panelized (pre-engineered wall, roof,

and floor sections produced in the factory and connected together on site), steel frame (the ubiq-

uitous barn-style Butler Building) to tilt-up concrete, and even projects constructed from recycled

shipping containers. Simply stated, prefab is any method of construction with some degree of
fabrication happening in advance in a factory.

In the popular press, however, a lot of attention is being focused on the modern architec-

tural prefab, which is often presented as an alternative to conventional housing, a solution to the

low affordability index. In Los Angeles, for example, the least affordable metropolitan area in the

country according to CNN Money, only r.9o/" of homes sold are within the reach of families earn-

ing the median income for the area. As a result of often misleading advertising and journalism,

many first-time home buyers are led to believe they can purchase an inexpensive vacant lot (itself
a financial misconception), go online and order a prefab home and get it delivered to the lot in
short order and at substantial savings-as though it were truly a manufactured product. At pres-

ent, anylvay, this is simply not the case.

In California, and particularly in metropolitan areas with sophisticated city building depart-

ments, it is still necessary to hire an architect or engineer to design a custom foundation systemopposite: Aegean 640, available lrom Logical Homes

r7



suited to the site, and construction documents

must be prepared and submitted for permit-

ting. While state permitting of the factory-built

components may speed the process, it can still
take months and even years to obtain local enti
tlements for the site-built work. In addition, a

local general contractor is usually required to
construct the foundation and assemble the

factory-built components. Furthermore, prefab-

ricated components (like structural steel) and

finishes (like concrete floors, European cabine-

try, kitchens, and bathrooms) are not inexpen-

sive. Sometimes it can be just as time-consum-

ing and expensive to build a prefab home as a

custom stick-built house.

In California, there are dozens of archi-

tects, designers, builders, and manufacturers
jumping on the bandwagon and working on

some form of modern prefabricated home.

Most modern projects are still in development,

with very little built work to show for the all the

hoopla-fewer than twenty-five completed proj-

ects in the state over the last four or five years.

Of those working in Southern California, Liv-

ingHomes, Marmol Radziner Prefab, OIfice of
Mobile Design, Empyrean, and LogicalHomes

appear to be furthest along in the process.

LivingHomes has delivered its second
project, the \YIRED home, in a remarkable six

LivingHomes WIRED House, designed by Ray Kappe, FAIA,

photo by LivingHomes/Tom Bonner.

months, from ground breaking to punch list.

A marketing and branding masterpiece, this
project was designed by Ray Kappe, FAIA, is
expected to be LEED certified as of publica-

tion, and was sponsored by the magazine and

various manufacturers. But it's a $4.3 million
spec house: that's about $r,ooo a square foot

including land! Of course, the media loves it,
and it's been featured everywhere from the

Yahoo! homepage and any number of blogs to

traditional outlets like the Los Angeles Times.

For my money, I'd rather start from scratch

and get a fully-custom Ray Kappe instead of
the discount model, where the architecture
really feels constrained by the moduie. In
addition, none of the potential benefits of the

process (rapid delivery, economies of scale,

cost efficiencies) are yet being passed down to

the consumer, and the quality in my opinion
doesn't match that of custom construction.

Interestingly, the modular company
responsible for manufacturing and construct-

ing the WIRED house claims to be losing
money on the LivingHomes project as well.
Modtech Holdings, a publicly traded company
with over $zoo million in annual revenue, is

the leading designer and manufacturer of per-

manent and relocatable modular prefabricated

buildings in the United States. They are also

the partner ofchoice for developers, architects,

and designers who want to get in on the prefab

action without making a substantial capital
investment. Other Modtech customers have

included Michelle Kaufmann Designs in Oak-

land and Marmol Radziner and Associates in
Santa Monica.

After completing their Desert House
prototype with Modtech in zoo5, Marmol
Radziner Prefab opened their own Los Angeles

manufacturing facility, which also houses their
cabinet, metal, and window shops. At around

$4oo a square foot, however, the finished prod-

uct is positioned more as the Armani Exchange

non-couture version ofthe fine bespoke archi-

tecture which has made the firm famous-less
expensive than full custom but not a low-cost

housing alternative. That being said, Marmol
Radziner is most attentive to detail and finish,
delivering an exceptionally high quality home

complete with their own line of furniture.
Similarly, working with a competitive

modular manufacturer, architect fennifer Sie-

gal and the Office of Mobile Design offer a

higher-end product at reduced prices. With
several models complete and more under con-

struction, OMD champions "mass customiza-

tion," celebrating individual choice and provid-

ing a wide range ofoptions and configurations
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in their prefabricated homes. They typically
cost about 15% less than conventional build-
ing, take less than half the construction time,

and employ more sustainable building meth-

ods. OMD's prototypical Portable House is

now on the market for $zoo,ooo, a 75o square

foot mobile home dressed up with European

kitchen, bamboo floors, Polygal windows, and

corrugated steel siding. Again, however, at

a cost of around $3oo a square foot, these

homes aren't for first-time homebuyers look-

ing to improve their chances of owning a less

expensive home.

On another front, Empyrean International
is banking on its fifty-year history designing

and manufacturing over 2o,ooo homes, now

licensing the Dwell magazine name to market

a line of modern homes designed by several

award-winning architects. While the firm has a

long history installing more traditional designs

on the East coast and does have several Dwell

Homes completed around the country, the
company's track record in Los Angeles is more

mythical than real. For months, Empyrean

has been running full-page ad.s in Dwell fea-

turing an attractive couple and their charm-
ing triplets, exclaiming their belief in prefab

and recommending the experience to anyone.

Oddly, the couple is standing on a vacant patch

Marmol Radziner Prefab, Desert House, photo by Benny Chan/Fotoworks.

of ground with no house in sight, and when

I contacted the manufacturer for an update I

was told the project is not going forward.

Two additional Dwell Homes by Empyrean

have stalled out in the planning phase and are

now on the market in Los Angeles. The Silver

Lake Twins were conceived as low-cost altema-

tives for two brothers, but the realities of hill-
side construction, zoning variances, and neigh-

bor approval have proven more daunting and

costly than anticipated. For $35o,ooo each, a

buyer can purchase the land with partial plans

and pick up where the brothers left off-facing
an uphill battle (literally) and foundation costs

alone expected in the $4oo,ooo range. All in,
the $9oo,ooo projected cost of construction
just didn't make sense to the sellers on top of
the cost ofthe land.

Of all the potential candidates and likely
suspects, one Southern Califomia firm stands

out for its desire to actually deliver on prefab's

promise of low-cost housing for the masses.

LogicalHomes is a joint venture between archi-
tect Peter DeMaria and Michael Sylvester of
fabprefab.com (itself an excellent resource

for information about the field of prefab play-

ers). The company was born out of social con-

science and a commitment to providing a pre-

dictable process at an affordable cost: the goal

is $r75 a square foot or less. The method of
construction involves the adaptive re-use of
cargo containers, cutting into them and clev-

erly joining and stacking them as needed into
permanent, welded constructs on site.

Despite the fantasy/reality disconnect
between the promise of prefab as presented

in the popular press and the economic and
practical realities of designing, permitting,
and building prefabricated homes in the real

world, there may be some light at the end of
the tunnei. The good news is that prefab as an

industry is gathering momentum, with more

research being done and more projects being

completed every year. At some point it may

be that the industry will catch up with all the
promotion, and that larger numbers of units
will lead to manufacturing efficiencies and

economies of scale on the construction site,
ultimately bringing the total cost down to a

level affordable to the average family. In the
meantime, however, prefab is not a housing
solution-it's just a method of construction.
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In Search of

HOly c ra
o

David Thurman, AIA
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above: Resolution:4 Architecture. modules ol use;

opposite, top to bottom: Rocio Romero's LV, photos by

Richard Sprengler; Resolution: 4 Architecture's Harmony Hill

photos courtesy Resolution:4; mkdb Glidehouse, photos

by John Swain Photography.

Prefabricated homes have been popular among nearly every generation since early modernists
began to look at industry as inspiration. Most prototypical prefabs have been "one-offs," too
impractical for mass production, yet the prefab home has remained a resilient symbol, convey-

ing a core modernist hope that industrial technology might reconstitute everyday life in the most
personal ways. Despite its rocky history many architects see the prefab home as a modernist rite
of passage. Today, with a steadfast group of architects offering a wide range of designs, we are

perhaps enjoying prefab's most compelling moment in the last hundred years. A survey of three
firms who have completed at least a dozen homes each provides a closer look.

Rocio Romero Homes

To many, a kit-of-parts is the embodiment of prefab; among our group, the sleek and simple work
of Rocio Romero comes closest to this hope. With r8 houses completed and zo more in produc-

tion, Romero's Perryville, Missouri, firm is a leader in completed projects. Affordable, disarm-
ingly simple, strikingly modern, and visually light as air, the metal-clad base model of the LV

series (r,r9o square foot, two-bedroom, trvo-bath) costs $15,923. Total cost, after site work, ship-
ping, and contractor assembly can range from $roo to $rzo per square foot in the Midwest and

$rzo to $r95 per square foot in California and other high labor-cost areas.

The LV home is endearing in the best sense; it is the dassic Volkswagen of the prefab field.
Its delicacy is reminiscent of the work of Prouv6 or Frey. In practical terms, it is emblematic of
two themes critical for success: disciplined adherence to a system and flexible response to sites,

needs, and preferences. Although color and material options exist, the basic design is loyal to

strict dimensional parameters and a predictable, pre-engineered structure, allowing extraordi-
narily quick, thirty-day production. Houses are produced in response to orders, and outside fabri-
cators manufacture individual parts. Romero's firm groups them, provides assembly documenta-
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tion, and ships them disassembled on trucks in a flat pack.

Flexibility in foundation and structural systems addresses differing

soil and groundwater conditions and regional preferences for base-

ments, crawl spaces, or slabs. Pre-engineered framing options accom-

modate hurricane, seismic, and snow loads. Added modules provide

more rooms, and interior walls can be reconfigured. Although the

design is one of the most disciplined among prefabs, to Romero it is

rftlCitg -1

hlrbonl
il6

critical that it "do diflerent things for different people."

Romero limits her company's role in site preparation and construc-

tion administration. Buyers take an active role, seeking bids from con-

tractors for permits, site work, and assembly. Simple assembly details

and clear, complete documentation support this approach. The firm's

website offers substantial resources-a standard contract, a short speci-

fication for contractor ballpark bids, and plan diagrams-encouraging

buyers' confidence in the unfamiliar process.

Romero is comfortable with the role. "You have to let go. Clients

are different today. They want something well designed, and they want

it to be easy. The design process can be painful if you are trying to

design every last gadget. I started this company with one clear mission,

to do affordable modern architecture. What is the point of getting prefab

if it is going to cost as much as stick-builtl"

Resolution: 4 Architecture

Resolution: 4 Architecture of New York takes a different approach,

focusing on typology rather than refinement of a base model. As prin-

cipal foseph Tanney notes, "We are operating as architects, as opposed

to designing a model home to be sold. We have developed a system of
design which will leverage existing methods of prefabrication." The firm
has completed rz houses and designed more than rzo.

In some ways, Resolution 4's houses have more in common with
custom than standardized houses. Designs average $z5o per square foot

(in higher markets) plus architect's commission. The firm has tested its

assumptions by pricing designs both ways (factory vs. site built); the

$z5o square foot factory-built cost-$rz5 for factory work and $rz5 for

site preparation and labor-has been estimated as high as $6oo for
stick-built site construction. Even at $z5o there may be less expensive

prefab options, but it is a very well-priced altemative to a custom home.

The firm's system is based on two "modules of use," one for public

spaces and one for private, factory-assembled and tnrcked to the site. The

lowest common denominator is the tnrck dimensions: 15' wide by u'
high by 6o' long, which equals roughly r,ooo square feet. A rigorous set

of typological diagrams reflects many variations of the "modern modular."

Resolution 4 has worked with five different factories. "For each

faaory there are also specific limits relative to where they are licensed

to build, where they are allowed to deliver homes, each factory's line

space. When we understand the factory's assembly process, it allows us

5295.680, pr ces ref lect factory costs only and exclude site work, tex. transportatron, & permits I Although mass customization is ingrained in the firm's work, it

this page, top to bottom: Romero's LV alternate plans; the LV flat-packed for shipment; mkd s

Glidehouse modules in transit

opposite page, top to bottom: Resolution:4 Architecture's typological configurations; mkd's
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maintains a traditional role in both design and implementation. In addition to frrll design ser-

vices, the firm remains involved in site work. Different energy codes, climatic conditions, and

other local influences need to be addressed. "We respond specifically, but we rely on standard

components and a language of qpology." As a result, massing can vary significantly, offering
greater expression with form.

The payoffis a homegrown version of prefab. Although Thnney acknowledges modernism's

long-deferred dream, it is not his firm's objective. 'A lot of architects are pursuing this 'holy grail

of modernism.' Our interests lie in continuing to develop a process that allows us to respond spe-

cifically to each client and budget, as opposed to trying to develop 'this year's model."'

Michelle lGufman Designs (mkd)

If Rocio Romero's strength is its highly refined kit, while Resolution 4 Architecture rejects the

notion of a base unit, Michelle Kaufman Designs adopts both approaches simultaneously, o{fer-

ing clients either pre-configured or modified/custom solutions. With zo houses completed and

7o in the pipeline, the firm is branching out to produce new models, while pursuing custom

designs, as well as a multifamily design. Located in the Bay Area, the firm emphasizes green

design and has ambitious plans to erpand its efforts nationwide.

An impressive website with extensive descriptions of the process, step-by-step planning and

budgeting tools, floor plans, delivery assessment services--even Sketchup models----offers trans-

parency to the curious or confused. Prefab solutions can require clients to take on unexpected

roles; mkd's commitment to communicating how these details work is dearly a strength.

Unlike the other firms, mkd has established its own factory in Washington State, near its

primary suppliers. Standard plans for the Glidehouse, mkd's most popular preconfigured model,

vary in size from a 672 square foot studio to a four-bedroom, three-bath house of z,rrz square feet.

Typical costs range from $z5o to $275 per square foot, except in higher priced markets. The firm's
custom modular houses are estimated in the $4oo per square foot range. 15'-6" wide modules are

trucked from the factory and craned onto the site; usual fabrication and construction time is ten to

fourteen months. Although the design is modern, a simple, linear bar configuration and combina-

tion of wood and metal cladding make the Glidehouse at home in natural settings.

What has the firm leamed during its short life) "When we started," Kaufmann observes, "we

were too much like architects...Clients would say'l love the Glidehouse, but I want to stretch the

kitchen and I'd like to flip this and tum this over here, and we would [say], 'Yes, let's do that, that

sounds great.' We didn't realize until we built some that it took away efEciency in time and cost.

The clearer we have been about the [cost implications of] preconfigured houses versus custom,

the more people can make their choices accordingly."

Kaufman aspires to the legacy of Eichler homes. "Our goal is to do what Eichler did: brought

good design to the masses and did ro,ooo homes in somewhere between ro and 15 years. That's

our goal, to do ro,ooo homes in the next ro to r5 years."

Lessons

Prefab design combines the complexity of product design with the conventional building chal-

lenges oflocal conditions, codes, and weather. Perhaps less obvious are the challenges ofa new

relationship with clients, in which extended, architect/client communications have been com-

pressed, and in which the Internet plays a significant role. Finally, although prefab sounds like a

monolithic term, it actually represents a broad continuum of offerings, approaches, and pricing.

Each of these firms can rightfully claim a record of success. While production numbers are

small but growing, the enthusiastic reception of each of these approaches suggests a promising

future for these pioneering firms. o
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Multiple Takes

Deboroh Berke, AIA, founded New York City-based Deboroh

Berke o{ Partners Architects in ry82 ond hos taught at Yole

since ry87. She is co-editor with Steven Harris of Architecture

of the Everyday (rggil, and Yale tJniversity Press will pub-

lish a book on her firnls work next foll. She moy be reoched at

dba@dberke.com.

My particular attraction to prefabrication goes back to the late r98os.
In the heat of the moment, the '8os seemed about only greed and
consumption, overly big houses, and post-modernism's architectural
excesses. Compared to today's greater excesses, those of the '8os now
seem understated and naive. But back then, those ofus interested in a

certain modesty of means were looking outside architecture not only for
inspiration but for methods of production.

I was forhrnate to get to work for a developer equally interested in
these things, a husband/wife team committed to producing houses that
were affordable to a broader audience. Together we went to factories
where modular houses were being built-ugly houses, but they were
built in places of stunning presence by processes that were compelling.
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arcCA asked sixteen authorities on prefabrication-some designers and

producers, some cntics and observers-to ffir their cuftent reflections on the

industry. Here they are.

Notes on Prefabrication in the 1980s

I



Most memorable was the factory that had been

used for WWII tank construction-a cavern-

ous, multi-aisled brick hall with light from
clerestory windows above cutting through
the air thick with sheet rock dust, rendering
the entire scene somehow ethereal. The units
were lying on flatbed train cars, dwarfed by

the huge, high ceiling, a cathedral of two by

four modular construction. I was slack-jawed in
appreciation of the splendor.

Often, manufactured housing looks cheap,

and it has been stigmatized accordingly, but
there is no reason for this. With the support of
my dient, I took on the design of a better-looking

modular house that would appeal to his market.

Mid-century modern had not yet again become

fashionable. The goal was to make houses that

would only reveal their method of construction

to an informed observer and carry no stigma.

The plans would be well thought out and would

work for a variety of family (and non-family)

stn.rctures. The limitations of modular construc-

tion would become formal opportunities.

Over the course oftwo years, we designed

Modular house construction and variations.

Deborah Berke and Partners.

twelve models. They were designed in careful

response to the deficiencies ofthe available fac-

tory-built product. In three categories of four
models each-small, medium, and large-they
were designed as generic American houses for
the latter part of the twentieth century. To a

potential owner, the plans functioned well; to an

architect, the module of the 'box" was the plan

generator. Space was limited but made more

expansive through axial alignments and visual

connections-controlled entrance, room ori-
entation, and spatial definition were important
to this perception. The houses maintained the

tradition of residential composition at a general

scale without resorting to the application of
non-functional items to evoke residential imag-

ery. The production and operational efficien-
cies of these houses derived fiom the modular

construction process, while their architectural

integrity resulted from attention to the design

ofthe house as a whole. Several ofthese houses

were built before the market collapsed in r99r.
It was and remains for me a critical exercise and

a memorable, albeit thwarted, experience.

ls Not ls
Architect ond educator Corol
Bums, AIA, is a portner at Toylor

Q Burns Architects, a Boston-baseil

firm focused on ilesign for com-

munities. She con be reoched at

cbqaybrbums.com.

Techniques of industrialized mass produc-

tion increasingly spread into the construction

of all types of buildings. The "site-built" or
"stick-built" house includes all sorts of mass

produced elements, from wood studs to tech-

nologically-refined windows. Manufactured off
site in mass quantities, these components can

accurately be called "prefabricated."

Nevertheless, the dominant mode of
building delivery in the U.S. involves special-

ized trades working onsite as subcontractors

to a general contractor. Labor costs account for
more than material costs, creating impetus for

exploring more capital-intensive techniques
of industrialized production. Over the years,

architects-along with developers, owners, and

il
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2fi)5 Construction ilethods of Single-Family Homes by Region

Region Site-Built Modular

Northeast

Midwest

South

West

National

government agencies-have made repeated,

systematic efforts to invent and work within
alternative modes of delivery. Presently, single

family homes (which comprise over ninety
percent of housing in the U.S.) are produced

according to various methods in different
regions (see above.)

The word "prefab" is not an industry term,
as are "modular home," "manufactured home,"

"panelized home," or "site-built home." In
today's popularizing usage, the term "prefab"

seerns more related to style-usually modern-

is-than to a method of construction. Among

built homes recently featured under the pre-

fab rubric, the majority are custom, one-off
houses. The recent interest in prefab is, argu-

ably, not aimed at addressing mass production

(or even mass customization); it is another
way to market modern style houses with a new

t\rist, itself not a bad thing.

Style aside, I would like to argue for the

potertial benefit of continued efforts within ttre
industry to build more environmentally-susain-

able houses. Modular and panelized industries

have the potential to attain higher performance

standards, as measured by the 'green" fardsti&.
One reason is that site-building produces

more waste materials; for example, one-fourth

the drywall in new residential construction
goes to waste. Factory processes minimize
waste: cutting equipment can be programmed

to maximize use of each piece of wood, and

left-over materials are typically recyded else-

where in the process. Factory-built homes can

be sealed and insulated better, due to inside-out

access and alternative construction sequences.

Many systems-built houses today exceed the

Panelized / Pre-Cut Total

federal EPA Energy Star requirements, and

improved construction techniques can reduce

long-term energy use as well as operating costs.

Tiansportation costs for systems-built houses

can be managed to consume less energy and

cost than site-built construction. Warranties

cover all aspects of a new home, most crucially

mechanical systems, which are a main factor

in high performance construction: local build-

ers usually offer a one-year warranty, while
modular manufachrrers offer a ten-year limited

warranty. With efficient factory production,

systems-builders have the potential to deliver

these benefits at a lower cost.

The images in the architectural press

are not unlike the images in magazines at

the supermarket check-out line: a way to
stay informed of promotion machine churn.
Improved delivery of more environmentally
sound-and affordable-houses might not
have the modemist appeal of Drpell, but if har-

nessed to mass production to affect a statisti-

cally significant portion of the housing market,
just might make for better dwellings.

High-design architecture as unique building

Design concepts

Prefabrication as custom components of a

building that are built in a shop

ln-house model-makinq shop

Designing for one client at a time

Fee-based design office business model

Brochure and website for clients

Site specific design

Design credit

0wning a design office

Construction industry lawyers and accountants

Making a masterpiece once, per project

Scale

Hourly fees and expenses on the front end,

no back end

Architect

BArch

Renzo Piano Building Workshop

Professional Liability lnsurance

AIA contracts

0ut

What's Out, What's ln

Todd Dallond, FAIA, co-founileil

FTL Desi.gn Engineeing Studio in
t977. His dasign licenses for pre-

fob ic ate d b uil dings cu mul ativ ely

represent billions of dollars in soles

ond onnuol royoltiesreoching seven figures. His

new slort-up with Robert Lerner onil Tony Soxton,

FTL Vmtures, prwides prefobricotion orchitecture

integrokd with feible photovolnics. He moy be

reached ot ttallond@filventures.com.

z6

Familiar areas of design and construction

Units ok of
(thousands) total

Units % of
(thousands) total

8570 15 110/o

940/o 13 4o/o

960/o 14 2o/o

43? 990/o 2

960/o 44

Source: Buildings Enerqy Data 800k,2006, U.S. Departnent of Energy, September 2006

5

Units % of
(thousands) total

4o/o 132

2o/o 307

14 2o/o 162

0.05% 2 0.05% 436

30h 27 1o/o 1637

6
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High-design architecture as unique, mass-

produced buildings

lntellectual property

Prefabrication as high rate, mass-production of

entire buildings

ln'house proto-typing shop

Designing for thousands of clients at one time

Capital-based design manufacturing business

model with assets sufficient to self-fund self-

generated projects

Business plan for investors

Adaptable site design

Patents

0wning a factory with an integrated design office,

proto-typing shop, and marketing and sales group

Securities industry business lawyers and accountants,

intellectual property lawyers and patent attorneys

Making masterpieces thousands of times, per deal

Economy of scale

Sweat equity and investment operating capital on

the front end, royalties, profit-sharing and equity on

the back end

Design entrepreneur businessperson

BArch plus MBA

Dean Kamen, DII(A

Product Liability lnsurance

Non-Disclosure Agreements, Letters of lntent,

Licensing Agreements, and Distribution Agreements

Undiscovered areas of design, manufacturing,

and business

I Thirty Dollars a Square Foot

Robert H. Hersq, AlA, hos o smoll

orchikcture frm in Main County.

He has designed live/work ond stu-

dio spoces for ortists throughout

the Boy Areo, ofien usingfoctory
built components. He may be reached ot studio-

hersq@earthlink.net.

l. Design

Thirty dollars a square foot was too good not
to investigate further. That was the "rule of
thumb" budget for a steel framed, small indus-

trial building made by Butler Manufacturing
Company. It would include concrete founda-

tion and slab, dear span steel frame, exterior
formed steel wall and roof sheathing, one ten-

foot wide roll up door, and one "man" door. I
was looking for a cost effective construction
system with which to build a live work struc-

I ture for my artist wife Susan and me. This sys-

tem looked good from the point ofview ofcost
and the environment, as new steel contains

recyded scrap material and is itself recydable.

Working with CSB Construction in Oak-

Iand, a Butler recommended design/build con-

tractor, we launched into this venture of creat-

ing residential and studio space with a system

designed to shelter manufacturing and storage

facilities. I would be the designer, CSB's design

and detailing staffwould be my mentors.

The first discovery was that $3o buys only
a Monopoly house-like shell on a rectangular

slab. My initial designs, with plan offsets and

multiple roof ridges to better tuck into a con-

strained site, were estimated at twice that. One

lesson learned, I settled down to learning how

to tweak the standard industrial details.

In the end, the only real changes we made

to the "standards" were the openings. The $3o

building has no windows. Heavily corrugated

siding, which we used for its shadow creat-

ing profile, requires gross and often inelegant

details at the heads and sills of windows and

doors. So, I decided that all openings would
run fi.rll height, slab to roof. The slab would
form the sill, and the roof rake trim and rain
gutter at the eaves would provide the head

flashing. This system ofopenings, as it turned
out, simplified the steel framing. The standard

Butler is framed with horizontal "girths." Any
vertical opening will interrupt these girths.
We handled the problem by installing 8" deep

steel channels at both jambs from slab to roof
framing. They received the girths and carried

the horizontal loads simply and directly to the

slab and the roof framing system. Once cut
into the standard shell, these openings were

used for access, light, and ventilation. They

were designed with doors at the bottom, hop-
per windows above them, and fixed glazing to

the roof.

These slab-to-roof openings, designed to

keep the system as standard and straightfor-
ward as possible, became the defining signa-

ture for the building and the only variation on
the Monopoly block. The light that pours into
the building is superb and is responsible for
the singular quality ofthe interior spaces.

2. Construction

It took only a few days for the factory in Fresno

to make the bents and cut and assemble the

parts of the construction pa&age, though there
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previous page: Deployable Foyer (Airlock) for

Spacewalks for Next Generation Space Shuttle,

FIL with Peter Hepple for Honeywell for NASA:

this page: Hersey house and studio, Petaluma,

photos by Robert H, Hersey.
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was a several month wait to get to that point.

CSB planned on completing construction of the

building shell in 15 working days; it took about

23, as they were delayed many days by rain.

CSB's crew arrived at the site with truck-

loads of steel, insulated panels, and exterior

metal sheathing on Friday, November r4th,

after the slab had been poured and cured.

Monday morning, the r7th, a crew of four with

a heavy-duty forklift started erecting the frame.

By the following Monday, the frame was up

and insulation and siding materials were being

applied. December rst, the windows and doors

were starting to be insalled. The entire shell was

dosed in and trimmed out by December r7th.

The winter was stormy, with twice the

normal rainfall. Once we had the building
enclosed, though, we had a dry work site. The

lumber for the interior construction was deliv-

ered on the slab before the shell was complete.

Not only were we protected from the elements,

we had our supply of lumber in there with us.

3. Cost

Our total out-of pocket-expenses, excluding
landscaping, garden structures, and the water

and sewage systems, was $9o per square foot

in current dollars. I acted as contractor on the
job and spent a year working on it, which I fig-

ure would add another $r8, for a total of $ro8
per square foot. Had it been contracted, over-

head and profit at zoo/o wotid bring the total to

about $r1o in today's dollars.

Part of the difference between that num-
ber and current square foot prices for cus-

tom construction lies in the simplified fin-
ishing system. The steel framework was left

exposed on the interio! and so it seemed logi-

cal to leave most of the interior wood framing

exposed. The CDX plywood interior finish is
typically installed on only one side ofthe studs.

The four-foot high wainscot, a horizontal piece

of plywood, is, however, installed on both sides

to conceal most of the electricd and plumbing

lines. The rough plywood was installed butt
joint-to-butt joint and painted with two coats of
semigloss enamel. The result is a textured but

civilized finish that works well with the quasi

industrial esthetic.

in the "outdoors," a pleasant and unexpected

benefit of this system.

5. Data

Ground floor area: l5oo sq. ft.; lofts:

rooo sq. ft.; total: 43oo sq. ft.

PIan dimensions: 66 ft. long x 53 ft. wide;

eave: 14 ft.; ridge: z3 ft.

Radiant heating in concrete floor slab.

Thermal siphon ventilation activated by

operable skylights in the gallery.

4.0utlook

Features of the building's construction type

make it quite unlike other buildings. The fulI
height windows were developed partially in
response to how the steel framing and panel

siding lay out. However, with no overhangs

(another "standard" detail), they also invite the

sky into the building. Combined with a row
of skylights over the central gallery they obvi-

ate the need for artificial lighting even in the

cloudy, dark days ofwinter.
The siding and roofing panels, z-rf z"

foam with integral interior metal skin and

corrugated exterior steel panels, turn out to
be quite acoustically transparent, with very

little mass in that combination of materials.

The sounds outside the building pass through
the wall readily. Bird and animal sounds, the

sound of wind and rain, horses whinnying,
cows mooing, goats bleating are all there to
be heard. Combined with the "sky" windows,

this acoustic transparency makes the interior
feel only lightly separated from the natural
environment, protected and warm but still very

Mork Jensen, AlA, is principol of

Jensen Architects in Son Froncisco.

He is the former Choir of the Inte-

rior Architecture Department at

the Colifornio College of the Arts

(CCA) and is cunently Vice Chair of the Board of
Trustees ot the Headlands Center for the Arts. He

moy be reached at ma*j @jensen-architec-ts.com.
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photo, Restroom-in-a-box, California Coliege of the Arts,

San Francisco, Jensen & Macy Architects, photo courtesy of

Jensen & Macy Architects.

The Child's Toy

G d

There is an irrational exuberance around pre-

fab. The volume of books, magazines, and

evangelical architects dedicated to promoting

this phenomenon is disproportionate to its
accomplishments. The movement is not with-
out appeal, but the real value of much of the

work has little to do with its over-hyped claims.

Cheaper? Fasterl Not really, unless you are on

a flat site in the desert. Factor in a sloped site,

planning departments, neighbors, fire protec-

tion, potential seismic events, or customiza-

tion-in other words the reality of most building
projects-and so far the record doesn t match

the rhetoric. The benefits of prefab remain, com-



LivingHomes RKl, Ray Kappe, FAIA

photos by LivingHomes/C.J. Berg

pellingly, more poetic than practical.

When we have massive factories turn-
ing out houses as if they were planes, cars, or
iPods-thousands at a time-they will undoubt-

edly be cheaper and faster than traditionai site-

built stnrctures. Until then, prefab experiments

are artisan craftsmanship, not assembly line
products. And herein lies their charm.

The appeal of the recent round of prefab

experiments (each generation of architects
seems destined to pick up the challenge) has

nothing to do with their efficiency as a build-
ing delivery method but rather in how they

spark our poetic imagination. Perhaps it is
their toy-like quality (they are like a child's
building blocks). Perhaps it is the fascina-

tion of the miniature (many are quite small).

Perhaps it is just their stylistic flair (there is

a surprisingly consistent formal language in
these projects, not entirely erplainable by fab-

rication processes). Perhaps it is something
more fundamental: their completeness when

they arrive on site makes them imaginable as

luxury goods, not the product of a messy and

dirty construction process.

For now, the systems that can make real

claims for efficiency are the ones that deal with
components of buildings. The 4x8 sheet of
plywood, an inarguably efficient building com-

ponent, is prefab. And certainly pre-engineered

steel buildings, although not pure prefab,
are able to match many of the claims of the

movement.

Which brings me to toilets. As any archi-

tect knows, the structure and shell make up
only part of the cost and time of a building
project. The stuff generally hidden from view

is the real challenge: plumbing, electrical,
lighting, heating, and, increasingll data and

telecom. These are the expensive, time-con-

suming guts of most projects.

With this in mind, we proposed a prefab

restroom for the graduate studios at the Cali-

fornia College of the Arts in San Francisco. It
is an entirely factory-built restroom. Plumbing
fixtures, lighting, finishes, even toilet paper

were pre-installed in a shipping container shell

at the factory. The completed product was put
on a truck, driven to the site, craned into place,

and plugged in to power, water, gas, and drain

connections. It truly was faster and cheaper

than building on site. But, in the end, that was

not the real appeal of the exercise. Instead, it
was the idea of the crane lifting the completed

building block onto the site that became the

story embedded in the building. It is the joy of
the child's toy.

Remarks at the Hammer

Ray Koppe is the founder of SCI-

Arc, the Southern California
Institute of Architecture, which he

d.irected until ry87. At the Hom-
mer Museum in Los Angeles, he

recently discussed, his long exploration of prefob-

ncotion, leading to the LivingHome, a modulor,

steel-fromed, pre-fobicoted house recognized as

thefirst IEED@ Plotinumhome in the U.S.

I started back in the early '5os. I wasn't a Case

Study architect, but the work we were doing
was Case Study-like, and my first work was

mostly post and beam houses. The thing I

29

liked about post and beam houses was that
they had the potential to be precut and pre-

drilled, prefabricated in a sense but built on

the site, and they could have infill panels. So

the houses looked not so different from the

Case Studies, but they were wood houses and

detailed in wood rather than steel.

For developers, though, I was doing con-

ventional construction in condominiums. It
was about ten years into my career. I'd com-
pleted about fifty houses and quite a few apart-

ments and other commercial and industrial
work, but I felt that I didn't want to build them

that way if I could help it. I would rather try
to develop a modular system that could be

built either on site or off site-made out of
mechanical cores and laminated beams span-

ning between them, then bedroom and living
room units could be slipped in. I was sup-

posed to build [one], but the condominium
market fell out at that moment. Banks weren't

loaning any more, and so that project didn't go

ahead. Later, when I had a chance to do stu-

dent housing at Sonoma State, I tried to do it
again, but again the developer didn't go ahead.

So, through the years, I kept trying to use this

system. I tried to do it with custom houses; my
own house has that same idea.

And then I did a hybrid system, in which

there was a combination of post and beam and

core units, and in this case they were all precut and

predrilled, brought to the site and erected in one

day, very similar to the way you do a steel erection.

My goal was to try to use the crane, try to speed up

the building process, try to have repetitive housing,

because I was more interested in mass housing,

as many architects were and are.
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ln zoo4, I met Steve G1enn (CEO of Liv-

ingHomes), and he was interested in getting

into the prefabrication business. He asked me

if I was interested, and I said I sure was, I've been

waiting my whole life to be able to do this.

A Virtual Symposium

Growing up in lowa, Michelle Kaufmann hos

olwoys had a deep understanding

of the relotionship between human-

kind and the environrnent. When

she relocated to Northern Califor-

nia, she found a lack of afordable,

sustainable, well-designed. homes, which prompted

the found.ing, in zooz, of Michelle Kaufnrann

Designs. She may be reached at info@mkd-arc.com.

A co-innovator of Project FROG,

Mark Miller, AIA, has worked with

leoding intemational corp orations,

finoncial institutions, non-profit

organizations, and institutions
of higher education in the United States, Asia,

and Europe and hos been a Keasbey Fellow and

a Henry Luce Scholar. He may be reached ot

mill er @ p r oj e ctfr o g. c om.

Michelle and Mark responded independently

to a set of questions submitted by the editor of
orcCA.We juxtapose their responses here, which

also gives us the chance to correct a misper-

ception we have encountered on occasion:

Kaufmann's firm, Michelle Kaufmann Designs

(mkd), is not affiliated with Miller's professional

services partnership with Steven A. Kelley, AIA,
MKThink.

Glidehouse. mkd, photo by John Swain.

arcCAi How do you see current prefobricotion in

relation to the history of attempts at prefabrication

for a consumer market?

Miller: The more exciting current efforts return

to a successful tradition with roots as impor-
tant as the rgth century Sears catalog and

the building industry of the r95os and '6os.

Efficient use of materials and the need for
affordable solutions are the common thread.

What is unique about the current situation is

the convergence of digital design technology,

product culture, and efficiency issues within
building design, specification and construc-

tion, which together provide opportunities for

alternative solutions.

Kaufmann: Today's communication technology

is different: using email and shared sewers, we

can have fifiy clients in fifiy geographical areas

and be able to develop and build their projects

effectively, because we do not need to meet

face to face all the time to make it happen. The

other big difference is software technology
that allows us to maximize efficiency with our
drawings and production, to minimize time
as well as significantly reduce material waste.

And people are becoming more comfortable

with the idea of good design and customization

within mass production. Look at the iPhone. It
is mass-produced but customized to one's per-

sonality and life.

arcCA: Is prefabncation o fulfillment of the Mod-

emist drearn?

Miller: There is no question that you need to

connect a future-forward designer with an

equally prescient customer to explore fully the
potential of prefabrication, and the core mod-

3o

ernist principle of achieving more through less

is essential to our efforts. Nostalgia and prefab-

rication do not make great bedfellows. I dread

the day when the Post-Modernist goes prefab.

Still, much of the potential of prefabrication

lies in the convergence of good economics and

good environmental principles. These goals,

while related, may be tangential to the Mod-

ernist dream.

Kaufmann: For us, prefab is simply a means to

an end. We didn't set out to do prefab; we set

out to make thoughtful, sustainable design

accessible to more people, and, we hope soon,

accessible to all. Modular technology is a way

for us to maximize the predictability of time
and cost and to prepackage green solutions.

arcCAi Did you look at historicol precedents?

Miller: We respect the experiments and suc-

cesses in historic prefabrication, but our roots

are contemporary relating to design, fabrica-

tion, and delivery clues available in today's

product design industry, where we see the
most innovative and design-forward ideas.

Kaufmann: Charles and Ray Eames are some of
my favorite designers of all time. They mixed

play with genius, and the result was inspi-
rational. I often wonder what they would be

doing today if they were still alive. I think they

would be doing &is.

arcC[: What are the most significant external

impeditnents to a wide acceptance of well designed,

p r efob i c at e d b uil din gs ?

Miller: I am biased, but with the exception of
very unique site conditions or extreme user

needs the only remaining reason for site-built



Hussell Haclng 5cn00l,

Sonoma, photo courtesy

buildings may be the need for fulfillment of
architects-as-artists. Otherwise, the advantages

of substantially site-built projects may be lim-
ited. Prefabrication should be less expensive,

faster to deploy, potentially of higher qualiry
and certainly more green. It can also reduce
the cost, schedule, and quality risks that dominate

the one-ofl site-built process. With appropriate

investment and a prescient approach, there are

few design limitations in prefabrication.

Yet, human nature causes us to fear what
is not familiar. If we want people to be open
to the advantages of prefabrication-such as

building more with less-we need to make the
issues and opportunities familiar. To become

popular, we need good PR. Also, prefab needs

to work with industry and regulatory agencies

to establish trust and standards; this means no

short cuts in building code compliance.

Project FROG is the creation of, and has

been incubated substantially by, architects,
which has been a hurdle with investors and

the marketplace, as both have misconcep-
tions of the value brought by an architect.
The perceived ego of the architect has been a
big obstacle. Provided architects are willing to
work collaboratively with other thinkers and
professionals, the viability of architects in this
industry could increase.

Kaufmann: The only real constraint with modu-
lar is what can go down the road, and once you

understand the rules of that, there aren't many
constraints. If we want a wider space than what
will go down the road, we do multiple modules

that are open to each other. If we want a taller
space, we can do a roof module that sits on top

of a lower module. We can do (and have done)

curves, angles, and cantilevers. The possibili
ties are endless. It is like working with Legos.

atci A: Can architect-designed prefobricoted

homes compete in the marketplace with manufac-

tured and modular housing?

l'4iller: They MUST. Much of the architecture
profession has surrendered its cultural value.

Its focus has become self-referential, removed
from the critical issues of society: affordability,

sustainability, accessibility, and broad cultural
dialogue-while the marketplace is marginal-

izing and commoditizing architects' traditional
technical and advisory services.

To be relevant in a digital and consumer-

oriented world, architects need to engage their
considerable skills in the key issues, industries,

and economics of the future. There is more
conversation about the design of the iPod or
the Mini than there has been about 99.9/" of
architect-designed buildings completed in the

same era.

Fortunately, architects can play a mean-
ingful role in this field, provided they under-
stand and will work within the parameters

of manufacturing processes and economics.

Quality and response to user needs matter to
clients. Architects understand these issues and

can inform successful modular solutions.
Kauf mann: We aren't trying to compete with the

typical prefabricated homes that are out there.

We are trying to make good green design acces-

sible. We are applying the attention and care

that most architects give to site built homes,

but using automation and technology to make

more homes designed by architects, rather than

homes designed by subdivision developers.

atc0[i Can prefobricoted buildings fully respond

to the cultural context? Or must we ocqui.esce to

a lirnited set of 'universol' fonns? Whot if I want

Georgian?

Miller: Is the iPod responsive to the cultural
context? Is Nikel For better or worse, products

form today's cultural context. A turn to prod-

uct industry-informed buildings can respond

better to cultural context than one-off custom

solutions that take years to implement. The
lengthy, defensive process of achieving the
maf ority of site design/bid/build projects often

bleeds out the cultural context that is critical to
informed and reflective architecture. There is

a vast uniformity in today's architect-designed

buildings, a monologue we hope to liberate
by making the conversation affordable. Going

Georgian needn't be an issue ofprefab or custom

design; it's an issue of taste. Both approaches

can give you an equally tacky solution.

Kauf mann: As people in the U.S. are seeing
the benefits of prefabrication (which other
countries have known for awhile), more and
more people are working in this space, many

different designers who work in many differ-
ent formal languages. We design with warm,
natural materials mixed with clean lines and

healthy environments. We study the climate
and design based on it, rather than designing
based on what something looks like. So, if you

want a Georgian prefab, I am sure there is
someone out there who could do that with you.

It just wouldn't be us.

arcCA: Assurnirug that prefobrication is not per-

fected, where are opportunities for improvement?

iv!iller: When culture is perfected, then prefabri-
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cation can follow. Until then, perfection can be

less the goal than providing viable, affordable

alternatives that are unwaveringly green. Proj-

ect FROG sees opportunity in the creation and

integration of quality green products that can

be a platform for customization by end users,

architects, engineers, and contractors. Also, we

need to educate this market in the advantages

of pre-engineering and prefabrication-almost

all clients and facilitators hear prefabrication

and think trailer classrooms. This is a big

opportunity, because that doesn't have to be

the case.

Kaufmann: There is always room for improve-

ment. With volume and scaling, the costs

will reduce. With every home we do (we have

twenty-two completed now but will have fifty
completed by the end of the year), we learn

and improve. It is one of the best things about

manufacturing; it is one of the reasons we

bought our own factory. We are no longer just

thinking like architects, but also like manu-

facturers. It is a different mindset. That is the

only way to pull this off: thinking with both
hats on.

arcC[: Can you share an anecdote that captures a

characteristic rnornent of the process?

Miller: Project FROG has been blessed with
supportive yet demanding clients for our two

pilot prolects. But, in both cases, they did not
want us to use the term "modular," "prefabri

cated," or any other reference to an alternative

approach, even though this was the key to our

success with challenging budget and schedule

constraints. They felt that, if word got out,
their accomplishments would be tarnished. I

F

guess that didn't turn out to be the case, as we

are discussing four more campuses with one

ofthese early clients.

Kaufmann: One of the first homes we did was

for Sunset magazine. Everyone was excited for

its arrival. There were so many of us from our

office, Sunset, press, photographers, all waiting

in anticipation. But the house got stuck in traf-

fic. So, we all drove out to the freeway to get an

early glimpse. Soon, we saw it coming down

the ror. There was clapping and screaming

(OK, maybe that was me screaming). We fol-

lowed the house, led by police escorts, through

the town. We became a green prefab parade.

lnsulated Shipping Containers

Cote Leger is o principal of Leger

Wanaselja Architecture, an award-

winning, green architecture f.rm in
Berkelzy, www.greendwellings.com. Slu

may b e reachtd at lw ar c @ p acb dJ.net.

Reuse of shipping containers is a twist on the

prefabrication theme. Prefabrication has much

promise for resource efficiency and cost sav-

ings; adding used shipping containers to the

mix takes it a step further. These vessels of
commerce are piling up on our shores. While
we can debate the merits of the consumer cul-

ture that got them here, there are hundreds of
thousands in our mafor ports. They are incred-

ibly strong, designed to be filled to the top and

stacked six or eight high on a swaying ship.

After many trips around the globe, they are no

longer considered worth the return trip empty.

We recently completed a house made

)2

largely from three insulated shipping contain-

ers. The idea sprang from an ongoing inter-

est in reuse of salvaged materials. We chose

the insulated containers over plain comrgated

steel containers for several reasons. They are

pre-insulated to R-r3 at the walls and R- 19 at

the ceiling and floor, with virtually no thermal

bridging or air infiltration. The structure is
in the floor and the two short ends, leaving

the longs sides available for large openings.

Finally, they are more difficult to recycle than

the pure steel ones because of the various

materials of which they are made.

We stacked two 4o-foot containers on one

side and cut and stacked another on the other

side of a two-story atrium space with a stair

and bridge connecting them. One challenge of
working with containers is the narrowness-7'-

6" clear on the inside. To counter it, we added

bay windows in the upstairs bedrooms. In the

living spaces downstairs, we designed large

openings connecting the atrium to the spaces

inside the containers. The result is a compact,

r,lJo square foot, three-bedroom, two-bath

house, with a lofiy, open feeling.

The project teases at the potential ofthese
building blocks: cheap, salvaged, abundant,
incredibly well engineered both structurally

and thermally. On the first one, however, the

learning curve was high. For example, how

does one run plumbing and electrical through
the floors and ceilings of containersl And get

the plumber on board with these ideas?

Containers offer other challenges. Many

city lots won't accommodate a container gra-

ciously, let alone two or three. Others won't

accommodate the crane needed to unload
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them. And then there is the question of curves.

Containers, like much prefab, don't lend them-

selves to curves.

Containers are not for every project; no

material is universal. Each program, each site

has its own particularities. Shipping containers

do fit a niche that, given their potential, offers

much room for exploration.

"Cheap, Fast, or Good. Pick Two."

Cosper Mork-Unes is a founder and

portner in the prefob building com-

pony Modern Cabano ond the pnn-

cipol of MU/D, o multidisaplinory

design frm, both in Son Fronctsco.

He moy be reaclwd ot cosper@moilerncabona.com.

Architects and clients have long considered

this statement an intractable reality. Yet, the

recent democratization of design by publica-

tions like Dwell has called this paradigm into

question. This trend has fueled the resurgence

of prefab, with the promise that good design

can be available to the masses. The public
expects prefab to be "Cheap, Fast, AND Good."

Meeting these three demands simultaneously

is the greatest challenge facing this emerging

industry and the key to a financially viable pre-

fab business.

Too often, the cost of a prefab structure
is on par with or exceeds that of site-built
construction. Many consumers are unaware of
external impediments-site work, permit fees,

and delivery-that add costs to the advertised

price per square foot. These costs compound

the importance of coming out of the gate with

a price point that the market can bear.

Price speaks to our clients and their wal-

lets, and we consider ourselves fortunate to
have installed nearly fifiry Cabana units across

the nation and the Caribbean. We attribute
this success largely to striking the right price/

design/well-built balance. My partner, a build-

ing contractor, has played a key role in the

design process, because he is able to bridge

design with constructability at a reasonable

cost. Our design/build model also allows us

to eliminate costs associated with middlemen.

These are savings we pass on to dients.

There is, of course, room for improve-

ment. CNC and other computer aided con-

struction methods show promise of further
reducing costs and spearheading more uncon-

ventional forms. Until these technologies

become more developed and less expensive,

and until more versatile building materials

emerge, we are left with few tools to control

costs other than traditional manufacturing
methods. In the end, price is what will deter-

mine if prefab will survive this time around.

Good design is the easy part.

Prefab is Refab

Mlkesch Muecke is an associate pro-

fessor of orchitecture at lowa Stote

U niversity. Occasionally, he creates

and f or radically transforms archi-

tecturol vessels with his partner

through the design-build firm misumiwoDesign

(www.mikeschdesign.com). He moy be reached ot

mmikesch@grnail.com.
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Let's assume for a moment that there is
another, historical "pre-" before this latest

appearance of prefabrication on the architec-

tural scene. One example, Fachwerk (half-tim-

bered) construction can be traced back to the

rzth century when it replaced post-and-beam

construction in the wood-rich northern-Euro-

pean countries. This mortise-and-tenon skel-

eton system for walls and roofs continues to

be used, in modified, CNC-routed form, in
contemporary construction systems by such

companies as ElkFertighaus of Austria, one of
the largest distributors ofprefab housing units

in Europe. And Americans are finally catching

on that prefabrication has benefits. There is

doubt, however.

My first memory of prefab architecture
goes back to the late r97os, when I visited

a friend on the northern-German island of
F<jhr. His mother's house was a two-story box

made with pre-fab walls and floors, bolted

together on-site. I was surprised how quiet

the highly insulated interior was, compared

with conventional houses I had lived in. Yet it
felt strange to be comfortable in this house. I

thought then, as I'm sure many potential pre-

fab customers think today, that if something

is prefabricated, it could not be ofhigh quality.

The opposite holds true, at least with respect to

quality prefabrication.

And yet, I'm still surprised how pre-fab

proponents talk about efficiency ofproduction
without considering the effect of construction

quality on energy efficiency. Again, the Euro-

peans have a leg up on us. At the beginning of
November, I went to the znd Annual Passive

House Conference in Urbana, Illinois (www.
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passivehouse.us). Most of the attendees were

architects, engineers, and builders, who origi-
nally lived in Switzerland, Germany, or Austria

but had migrated to North America, bringing
their construction expertise with them. What

they have built over the past five years will
become a model for highly production- and

energy-efficient prefabricated building, with
super-insulated walls/roofs (built to Passive

House standards), heat-recovery ventilators,
and thermally broken windows, with superb

living comfort to boot.

Which brings me to site: making parts or
even the whole building transportable is per-

haps as much a desire to live anywhere (espe-

cially in the U.S., with its history of mobil-
ity) as it is about energy and material effi-
ciency. That is why prefabrication paradoxically

requires a superb knowledge ofsite.
I could wax nostalgic about what is lost in

prefabrication: the on-site transformation of
raw materials into a cohesive whole. But those

times are gone-at least in commercial West-

ern building practice-because of too much
waste and too difficult-to-maintain quality con-

trol on-site. There is no home to go home to.

Prefabrication is the past, and the future. Pre-

fab is refab.

A Means To an End

Ron Radziner, FAIA, is Design

Principal of Mannol Rodziner and

Associates in Los Angeles, as well as

Marmol Rodziner Furniture and

Mormol Radziner Prefob. He may

Architect-designed prefabricated housing fills a

niche, providing thoughtfully designed homes

not offered by traditional manufactured and

modular home companies. While many tradi-

tional companies have mastered quick fabrica-

tion, they have not concerned themselves with
design quality.

Architect-driven prefab can focus on space,

light, proportion, and interaction with nature:

elements important for any good piece of archi-

tecture. For example, we use steel frames as the

primary structure to allow the greatest design

flexibility within and across modules----enabling

open plans and floor-to-ceiling glass for natural
light and air, while decks encourage indoor-out-

door living. Our homes use prefabrication as a

means to the end.

Because the traditional prefab industry
has not focused on quality design, the public's
perception is not always favorable. There is
some stigma attached, harkening back to the
traditional double-wide rather than the new
crop of design-forward projects. Yet, we have

seen an overwhelming response to the emer-
gence of the modern prefab movement. Thou-
sands of people have visited our prototype,
national and international press covers the
trends, and the enthusiasm ofthose contacting
our office is remarkable.

We hope that, by continuing to create
well-designed homes built with a high level
of control, we can chip away at the negative
perception. By removing the uncertainties of
working on-site and moving production into
the cover of our factory we can control qual-

iry timing, and waste. We no longer have rain

delays or subcontractors who simply disap-

pear. Our staff works in the factory day in and

day out, constantly improving the quality and

speed of execution. Particularly in modern
design, which cannot hide poor craftsmanship

or detailing behind crown molding, prefab
demands careful quality control.

By centralizing production in one place,

we also see environmental benefits. Residences

consume one quarter of our nation's energy,

and the average site-built home produces
8,ooo pounds of waste, which ends up in a

landfill. Since we produce our homes in one

location, we can reuse and recycle excess mate-

rial. Extra tiles, studs, and other materials re-

enter our inventory for use in the next house

that comes down our line. Also, centralizing
trades under one roof reduces vehicular emis-

sions from travel to construction sites.

Marrying efficient construction and
thoughtful design lies at the core of the mod-
ern prefab movement. We hope that as archi-

tect-designed prefabricated housing grows,

more people will be able to live in high-qualiry
green spaces that enable a modern, indoor-out-
door lifestyle.

A Community of Thought

Jennifer Siegal is found.er and pin-
cipal of Los Angeles-based Ofice
of Mobile Design (OMD) and the

inaugural Julius Shulman lnsti-
tute Fellow at Woodbury University.

She was ry97 architect-in-residence at the Chi-
nati Foundation, o 2oo3 Loeb Fellow at Horvard
University, and a zoo4 Fellow at the MacDowellb e r eached at ron @ marntol-r adziner.com
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Colony. She edited Mobile: the Art of Portable

Architecture (zooz), and was founder and seies

ed.itor of Materials Monthly. She may be reoched

at j ennifer @ designrnobile. com.

OMD was founded in 1998. In that year, I cre-

ated our first modular classroom, Mobile Eco

tab, with my students at Woodbury University.

Our first prefab house was designed in zooo.
I like the specificity of knowing what you

can design with and the precision that prefab

structures offer. Working with a modular or
kit-of-parts system allows us to create preci-

sion-built homes in zl3 of the time at zl3 of
the cost of a stick-built home. Ultimately, I

will be able to offer high-end, architecturally
designed houses for half the cost and time. I

see it as a revolutionary way to build.
With Swellhouse, I was interested in

developing a two-story kit-of-parts, a building
method that could be flexible, easily multi-
plied, and modified. The design's panelized

system does iust that, using SIPS and struc-

tural steel frames. The materials include Poly-

gal, with U-values comparable to insulating
glass, resulting in fuel savings of up to 5o%;
Structural Insulative Panel System (SIPS), a

highly thermally efficient wall assembly, which
uses 8oolo less materials than conventional
framing with no off-gassing; bamboo flooring,

an extremely sustainable material; and, for
interior siding, Homasote, made from post-

consumer recycled paper and containing no

asbestos or formaldehyde.

We have developed a working method
that is easily described visually and intellec-
tually to new clients. The building method

has given them confidence in their decisions,

and it helps them make choices more quickly,

as the system and pre-selected finishes limit
their options.

I see prefab building as a movement in
time and the work at OMD as the next gen-

eration's thinking, having learned from the

mid-century modern masters. I enloy being a
part of a community of like-minded thinkers
who are pushing the possibilities. I believe that

in the next five years r/3 of all new construc-

tion in the U.S. will be prefabricated systems.

In the near future, we will be building with
robotic technologies, so that our houses will be

manufactured the way automobiles are built.

I Prefab NOW?
I

Kote Simonen, RA, SE, is COO

of Parco Homes and Associate

Professor ot Colifornia College of
the Arts. She may be reached at

Kote.sirnonen @ p or cohomes.com.

Prefabricated homes of the post-war era looked

to translate the technologies developed during
WWII in aerospace and shipbuilding but were

unable to compete with the cost and flexibility
of conventional wood frame/stick built construc-

tion. The same issues are relevant today. In order

to supplant the dominant production methods, a

new technology must provide significant advan-

tages in cost, performance, and design.

The existing prefabricated housing indus-

try can be divided into three segments: com-

ponents, low cost modular, and high design

prefab. The component industry (most suc-

cessfully metal plated wood trusses) has identi-

fied core elements of residential construction

for which factory production provides a clear

advantage-in time, cost and material efEcien-

cies-over site-built work. Production modular

homes have targeted the low end of the mar-

ket, offering simple homes with compromises

made to design and quality that are too great to

make these products appropriate for develop-

ers or many homebuilders. High design prefab

homes provide design improvements to the

production models but generally do not pro-

vide either cost or performance advantages at

a level competitive with conventional construc-

tion. Of these three segments, only the prefab-

ricated component industry has been able to

provide the disruptive technology necessary to

transform the industry.

So is the current focus on prefab all hype?

We believe not. In order to create improved and

commercially viable modes of housing constnrc-

tion, critical evaluation and creative re-imagina-

tion of the materials, methods, and systems

of housing design and construction must be

employed. The conditions of culture, technology,

and the environment make nou., the right time to

launch a revolution in home building.
Current optimism towards technological

solutions and customization makes the idea of
prefabrication attractive to consumers. Mass cus-

tomization has demonstrated the value of cus-

tom solutions created from a limited palette of
options. At the same time, the escalation of prop-

erty values and construction costs has limited the

ability for most in the middle dass to build their

own homes. The ideal of prefabrication-lower

cost, higher quality-becomes atrractive.
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Yet the technological advances transform-

ing the building industry have yet to make

a significant impact on residential construc-

tion. The growing capabilities of digital link-
age among design, analysis, fabrication, and

construction enable a more integrated practice,

more sophisticated performance modeling,
and the opportunity for site and project cus-

tomization, while maintaining the efficiencies

of factory production. Integrating sophisticated

electrical and mechanical systems can result in
'smart'homes that respond to use and climate.

The environmental impact of both con-

struction and use of buildings is substantial.

Maintaining the stotus quo in terms of produc-

tion methods and building performance is no

longer acceptable. As part of a team developing

a customizable, prefabricated home system,

we have been focusing on how to leverage

current enthusiasm for the concept towards a

true transformation of housing production and

performance. Creating a technically sophis-

ticated system with the ability to assess the

full spectrum of performance (design, energy,

cost, method, time, durability, etc.) through
a digitally integrated production process will
enable us to create cost competitive, site/client
specific, high quality homes. We are pleased to

be part of the community working to improve

the way we build and live and are optimistic
that with collective persistence we can make

a significant impact on the environment. The

time for that change is r,row.

t !,

A 540,000 price tag for an 800 square foot
backyard house?

Corol Troy lives in Oinda and St.

Heleno. She is on author (Cheap

Chic, Cheap Chic Update, and

Online Trading) and photojour-

nalist whose work has oppeared

Conde-Nast Tiaveler, tha New York Times, ared

Vanity Fair.

I'm a troublemaker by lineage; my uncle Hugh
Tioy, so the story goes, was kicked out of Cor-

nell Architecture in the r9zos, during the time
of Nat Owings. So I am convinced an 8oo
square foot Cheap Chic Backyard House can

be sold for $4o,ooo or $5o,ooo, give or take.

My plan relies on using the vast factories that

churn out manufactured housing. In my cor-

ner, I quote novelist Tom Wolfe: "Trailers are

the only successful form of prefabricated hous-

ing ever devised."

Architect-designed prefab housing is nice,

indeed. But sturdy, off-the-rack trailer modules

are even nicer, in my book, for z5o/" the price.

I'd design them to be clean, simple, cheap, and

elegant. With California's new law, we could

plant one on every spacious and willing lot
in the state that needed space for the in-laws,

boomerang kids, or rental income; promoting
suburban infill, saving resources like crazy,

cutting back on commutes and getting a leg-up

on the affordable housing dilemma without
forcing communities to erect huge develop-

ments to meet their centrally-imposed quotas.

When I wrote the Cheap Chic books with
Caterine Milinaire, the theory was that one

could weave a certain magic around strong,

$

Eco Hut by Parco Homes.

inexpensive basics. The little black dress, for
instance. You can dress it up, dress it down.

With the Cheap Chic Backyard House, I would
work with the manufactured housing indus-

try-ideally, Clalton, whose founder is wildly
creative-and design the ultimate Corbusier

box. The client gets the floor plan, designs the

kitchen and bath unit from a national manu-

facturer on-line. Off to the factory go the plans.

8oo square feet. Boom. It arrives at your drive-

way. The Cheap Chic team installs it, no local

permits or inspections required, since it's built
to HUD-code. (The foundation, however, will
bear local inspection.)

This is California. A state exploding with
documented and undocumented immigrants.
Exploding, here in the Napa Valley, with
nurses, schoolteachers, and newspaper editors

who can't afford a place to stay. Desperate to

encourage new affordable housing, the state

passed California Government Code 65852.2

to allow second-units in single and multi-fam-
ily zones as of right. But it's going slowly, even

in enthusiastic Santa Cruz, perhaps because

of the difficult building process. (The only
place near me that's crawling with chic factory-

made backyard houses is Calistoga Ranch, an

Auberge property, but that's another story.)

The Cheap Chic Backyard House short-

circuits the building process and goes straight

to the plug-and-play market. But the product

still doesn't exist. Why) California encourages it.

But other states, loathe to allow "trailer trash" in
their pristine suburbs, aren't on the bandwagon.

Economies of scale require a national market.

We can pay four times what we'd pay with
a national manufacturer when we choose a



beautifully made architect's prefab. Or we can

rehab: I'm living in a gutted and redesigned

manufactured home, continuing my experi-

ment in the Napa Valley, where most cool

backyard houses are designed by architects

such as St. Helena's Howard Backen. While
wildly chic, these backyard houses are not
meant to be cheap. And until we can get cheap

in this state, we can't get affordable.

Taking Something Off lt
Andrew Wagner became edi-
tor-in-chief o.,it American Craft
magozine in lote zoo6. Prior to

that, he was executive editor
and founding managing editor

of Dwell, which earned the American Society

of Mogozine Editors (ASME) Generol Excel-

lence Aword in zoo5. He may be reoched ot

aw agner @ crof.council. org.

I've always thought of architecture as the
last great American craft. After nearly seven

years at Dwell magazine where we explored

almost every feasible iteration of prefabricated

architecture-from the Motohome to Frank

Lloyd Wright's ill-fated American System Built
Homes to our own prefab built in North Car-

olina by Resolution: 4 Architecture-I was

continually amazed at how stubborn the archi-

tectural process was; it just seemed innately to

reject industrialization.
This, of course, was a source of great

annoyance to us, particularly during the strug-

gles to get the Dwell Home I built in Pittsboro,

but, in retrospect, I now have to smile. As the

world barrels forward at a remarkable pace,

there is something reassuring about a disci-

pline so integral to our society's well being
subtly telling us to slow down and smell the

roses or, barring that, stop and enjoy the build-
ings surrounding us. It seems to be saying,
"Hey, not everything has to move at break-neck

speed and, in fact, the best things in life often

don't." Architecture has always played a critical

role in grounding communities, and it's nice

to see that it still is. o

37

Rehabilitated Cheap Chic double-wide, St. Helena,

photo by Carol Troy.
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Waltei Gropius
and the (Notlsol Endless Possibilities

lof Prefabrication

Dora Epstein Jones

Walter Gropius was a prefabrication enthusiast. As early as r9ro, while employed by Peter Beh-

rens to intern and assist on various AEG projects, Gropius independently invented a system for
prefabrication and, it is rumored, presented it to the AEG officials without the permission of Beh-

rens. Behrens immediately dismissed the precocious young Gropius and altogether rejected Gro-

pius's prefabrication system. But Walter Gropius clung to his dream and tenaciously developed

several versions while at the helm of the Bauhaus, while holed up in England during the rise of
Nazi Germany, and upon arrival in the United States immediately before the outbreak of WWII.
In America, Gropius frequently spoke to members of the architecture profession and building
industry society dames, and art institutes of the need for construction industries to partner with
architects and home-sellers to develop a comprehensive nationwide system of building based on
prefabrication. Repeatedly, he prophesied,

On occount of on extremely ramif.ed integratiott, all the competingbuilding industies will come to agree upon

a reduced number of standord sizes for component ports of building. The designer ond builder would then have

at their disposal, say, a box ofbicks to play with for odults, offeing an infinite variety of such component ports

for buildingwhich would be interchangeable.

Finally, in 1942, Gropius was given his chance to develop and implement a prefabricated housing

system with the General Panel Corporation. It turned out, however, that prefabrication was, and

is, not so infinite.
It seems rather natural that a person who ran the Bauhaus at the apex of its engagement

with the machine, who designed cars and trains, and who preached a platform of synthesis

between art and technology would be enamored with the promise of prefabrication. This theme

developed over the years, beginning with his rgro proposal, to his research into standardized

opposite: Courtesy of Resource Centre. Faculty of Architecture

and Planning, Dalhousie University; above: Courtesy of

www.axxio.net
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"serial houses" at the Bauhaus in r9zr, the

Toerten Housing scheme of 1925, the prefab-

ricated dwelling for the Stuttgart Weissenhof-

siedlungen of t927, the Hirsch-Kupfer copper

prototype houses of r93t, and finally to the

"Packaged House" for the General Panel Cor-

poration. In each case, Gropius advocated the

use of panels-made from steel, then copper,

then wood-that would be manufactured in
the factory, delivered by truck or train, and

assembled into a house (or other small build-
ing) on the site. He quickly gravitated to the

4'x8' panel size, for ease of transportation (two

can fit side-by-side on a flat-bed truck and still
stay within the width of the standard highway

or road) and because he envisioned a strong

integration with builders and manufacturers,

who were, by the r9zos, adopting a 4-inch to

4-foot industry standard.

For the General Panel Corporation, Gro-

pius teamed with Konrad Wachsmann, an

engineer and designer and a fellow 6migr6, to

develop a complete panel system. The "Pack-

aged House" was to employ ten panel types.

Some panels had cut-outs for windows, some

could be used as doors, others could be used

for walls, floors, or ceilings. The adaptability

and flexibility of the panels depended on the

ingenious invention of the "wedge connector."

The wedge connector was a small y-shaped

channel piece made from a single metal die

n
li
LJ
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that could be fitted to other connectors on

the same bolt. By inserting the panel edges

into the wedge connectors, the panels could
be connected side-by-side or at right angles

to each other on either the short or long side.

The effect, as envisioned by Wachsmann, was

that the panels could be deployed in any three-

dimensional direction, eliminating the need

for any other construction system.

Gropius was against "total prefabrication"

as too limiting. He recognized that formal
variation is an architectural necessity; that it is
what separates trailers, manufactured homes,

and other mass-produced buildings from
"architecture." Instead, he turned to the pre-

fabrication of the part, rather than the whole,

at a very early stage. The guiding principle, he

stated, was "the greatest possible standardiza-

tion with the greatest possible variation in
form." Panels were a reasonable standardized

component, and the wedge connector a perfect

means for allowing variation without compli-

cating the system. Restating his preference

for the "box of bricks for adults" over trailers

and other factory-produced buildings, Gropius

claimed that the panel system could "overcome

the monotonization of form" that had made
previous prefabrication schemes fail.

Nonetheless, examples such as the Pack-

aged House Type A (the first one promoted by

General Panel) still show some formal limita-
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tions. The maximum free span of any room in
a structure made from 4x8 panels is 16 feet.

With the modernist flourish of the v-shaped

roof, the width is brought down to less than 14

feet per volume. In the factory-produced build-
ing, the volume would be determined either
by the size of the factory assembly floor or

by the width of the truck or highway-gener-
ally rectangular with a varying length of 16 to

over 40 feet and a tightly controlled width of
8 to rz feet, with the possibility of double- and

triple-wide options if assembled on-site. The

advantage of the panel system was supposed

to avoid these strict tectonic limitations. Yet,

without the use of a column support, which
would break the purity of the panel system, the

limitations remain.

The equation is actually fairly simple:
the larger the module, or the fewer module
lypes and techniques, the fewer the possible

tectonic outcomes. So, in an extreme example,

ifan architect is interested in using only ship-
ping containers as a module, the (very large)

size of that module and its repetition will only

yield a limited set of configurations: end to
end, on top ofeach other, offset cantilever, and

the trilithon, or "Stonehenge" configuration.
The architect may instead choose a smaller
module, such as a panel, with the hope of
achieving greater formal variation and tectonic

outcomes, but even a modestly sized module
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will impose tectonic limits based on its size,

shape, and assembly. The Gropius example is
instructive: the amount of free span and the
rectangular shape ofthe panels would tend to

yield 8-foot boxes. Of course, the module could
become very small, or the assemblage var-

ied, or one could introduce multiple systems,

which would allow for wide formal variation,

but doing so contradicts the point of prefabri
cation in the first place-that is, (inexpensive)

expediency and ease of on-site assembly.

Even with advancing technology, limi-
tations are part of the prefabrication game.

There are certainly more and more examples

of challenging panels on the market these
days, with interesting surface forms and tex-

tures, but even these should remind architects

of the limits imposed by module connection.

No matter how gorgeous an interior panel
may be, it is only as flexible as its track allows.

And, without introducing another construction
system or system of enclosure and structure,
the panels are still just panels. In the Gropius
example, the otherwise brilliant wedge connec-

tor makes for a fairly "dumb" box right-angled
connections enforce a strict orthagonality
under an 8-foot by 4-foot proportional system.

For Gropius, however, the proportional
system and strict orthagonality were in line
with modemist doctrine-a distinct advantage

of the system. In fact, he saw prefabrication

left page: imdges Courtesy of the l(onrad Wachsmann archive, Academie der

Kunste, Berliu this page: Courtesy of Resource Centre, Faculty of Architecture

and Planning, Dalhousie Univenity.

not as an architectural endpoint, as it is often
advertised today when we speak of this archi-

tect's prefab or that architect's prefab, but as a

logical system preceding design. To this end,

the panel system was an effective tool for pro-

moting modernist sensibilities. Gropius often
used his prefabrication system as a required
technique in his design studios at Harvard. It
was perhaps because ofthe necessary tectonic
outcomes of the system and its strong mod-
ernist stylization that the Graduate School of
Design became a recognized center of mod-
ernist architechrral education.

More importantly, though-and especially

from today's perspective-the use of prefabri
cation as a pedagogical tool also implied that
Gropius intuited that even the most elegant
system required the trained hand ofthe archi-
tect. Indeed, the more elegant the system, the

more architecturally limited it will become,
and hence, the more it will require control over

constraints to deliver the greatest formal varia-

tion. Gropius encouraged other architects to
design using his system-an article in Archi-
tectural Forurn was devoted solely to the range

of design possibilities offered by their hands,

Richard Neutra among them. While still quite
modern, and therefore stylistically limited,
these designs do show configurations beyond

Packaged House Tlpe A. In other words, pre-

fabrication may not be infinite, but shines a

clear light on the role of the architect in pro-

ducing what, in the end, is "architecture."

Walter Gropius remained a prefabrication

enthusiast throughout his life, despite the fact

that the Packaged House venture did not survive

in the postwar housing boom. But, when speak-

ing of it in ry53, Gropius was quick to remind
us of the lesson learned, "What is called the
'freedom of the artist' does not imply the unlim-
ited command of a wide variety of different
techniques and media, but simply his ability to
design freely within the pre-ordained limits." o
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The Lustron Home

left top and middle: Lustron House.104 State Park Road,

Beverly Shores, Porter County, lndiana; photograph

courtesy of the Library of Congress; left bottom: Lustron

House,4'll Bowser Avenue, Chesterton, Porter County,

lndiana; photograph courtesy of the Library of Congress

David Thurman, AIA

Excerpted from a full-lengh article in arcCA oz.j, "Building Yalue."

Architects have historically embraced the cause of residential prefabrica-

tion with vigor, designing a wide variety of futuristic "concept" homes

intended for mass production. Among elite examples are Buckminster

Fuller's "Dymaxion" house (1929-46), Albert Frey and Laurence Kocher's

'Aluminaire" house (r93r), and Walter Gropius and Konrad Wachsmann s

package prototypes (r94r-5o). All reflect the conviction that prefabrication

can be fundamental to the production of single family housing, although

none reached the mass market in any significant quantities.

Modern architects' longstanding affair with prefabrication sewes as

a useful backdrop for an interesting and mostly forgotten example, the

"Lustron Home" (tg+Z-So).This brief but significant building experi-

ment resulted in the construction of nearly 2,5oo units throughout the

Midwest and Eastern Seaboard.

The modest Lustron Home was an unlikely protagonist in the

century-spanning exploration of the idea of prefabrication. It was also a

cultnral by-product of innocent, Populor Mechonics-inspired notions of
the future and the enthusiasm generated by wartime mass-production

success. Promotional literature promised low maintenance costs, since

all interior and exterior surfaces-including the roof-were constructed

of porcelain enamel panels. The original, )r'x35'(99o square foot) two

bedroom house was priced at an affordable $7,ooo and included built-

in fixtures throughout. Among these fixtures were a combined clothes
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and dishwasher, lighting and bathroom fixtures, automatic water heater, exhaust fans, plumbing,
electrical equipment, a 275 gallon water heater, and radiant ceiling heating. The steel in each
unit weighed 12.5 tons; the enamel weighed a ton. All l,ooo parts could be shipped from the fac-
tory in Columbus, Ohio, in a single, l5-foot tandem trailer and be site-assembled in 35o hours.
Land costs were not included, and local dealers were set up to assist with customer orders and
lot selection.

By the end of the company's short existence in May r95o it had constructed a total of 2,489
houses, with a significant number of remaining back orders. While never reaching its break-even
production rate of35 houses per day (much less its projected rate of4oo), in |uly r949 it reached
a peak production rate of 15 houses per day. When the company repeatedly failed to reach its pre-
dictions and required significant additional loans, bankruptcy followed.

Mass production efforts of private companies had played an important part in helping to win
World War II. With such successes in mind, the U.S. govemment poured $37.5 million in loans into
the Lustron Corporation. The company was the outgrowth of a Chicago firm whose decision to pro-
duce prefabricated houses was bom out of a fiustration with the lack of postwar steel for the compa-
ny's principal product-porcelain enamel metal panels for gas stations-and the government's offer
of support for firms that would address the serious shortage of housing for retuming G.l.s.

While it lacked the visionary pizzazz of Buckminster Fuller's prototype, the Lustron Home
reached the markets in numbers that few other experiments in prefabrication ever would. By the
end of1949, its distribution network included 234 dealers in j5 states, reaching from New york
to Florida and South Carolina to Texas. North Carolina received the most houses (339), while Illi-
nois (]o7), Ohio (275), and Indiana (r4z) were leaders. Even North Dakota (rz) and Florida (16)
were rePresented. Not surprisingly, a large number of Lustron Homes still exists. Current own-
ers' documentation of repair strategies, original sales information, and other historical details
recall the impact of the experiment. They also remind us of the Lustron's strange mix of vision-
ary and pragmatic influences and the dream of a technologically advanced domicile for a new and
better world. o

Prefab Webography

Pr.irriipai ;reia0 sites.

Fab Prefab: the most robust site out there, and the best for
the prefab researcher, as far as we know; shictly neo-modern:
www.tabprefab.con

Prefabcosm: more casual (and less well designed) than Fab

Prefab; while its featured projects are also all neo.modern, its
links take you quickly into the broader world of, loosely speak-
ing, "non-architect-designed" prefab homes: prefabcosm.com

Prefabs.com: a good compromise, its main (right-hand) column
has something of the focus of Fab Prefab, while its left-hand
column of paid ads takes you into the rawer commercial world:
www.prefabs.com

Bi-oader sites that cover prefab:
lnhabitat: "a weblog devoted to the future of design, tracking
the innovations in technology, practices and materials that are
pushing architecture and home design towards a smarter and
more sustainable f ulure"'. www.inhabitat.com/category/top-10-
prefabs/

The Value of Architecture: arcCA author and realtor Brian

i Linder's "showcase for architectural properties around the
world" has recently featured several architect-designed pre.
f abricated houses: fheyalueo farchitecture.com

!r ltrrnc acn1ri,rer buiicr;qs.
Shipping Container Architecture: the most robust site for links:
h o n e. c o n c a st. n et/ - p I u ta rc h/

Shipping Container Housing Guide: slimmer but worth a visit:
w w w. s h i p p i n g -c o n ta i n e r ho u si n q.co m

Tempo Housinq: a proprietary site, "temporary housing based

on global standards that can be set up virtually overnight in
any situation": www.te m poh ousi ng.com

Bob Vila, "Building with Shipping Containers": yes, the l/rrs 0/d
Ho use guy'. www.bobvi lacom/BWBob Vi la/Video-0201-03j.html

ilI!i:- lr..;.i,

Tiffany Connors. "How Prefab Houses Work":
h t t p ://h o n e. h ow s t u f f w o r ks. c on /p re f a b - h o u set.h tm

"Fast and Affordable: a Century of Prefab Housing," exhibit,
Albert R. Mann Library, Cornell University:
h t t p ://e x h i b i t s. m a n n I i b. c o r n e I l.e d u/p ref a b h o u si n q/i n d e x. ht m t

H. Gruenwald, "lndustriallzation and Architecture" timeline,
University of 0klahoma College ol Architecture (cached):

htt p ://w w w. o u.e d u /c I a s s/ h q r u e n wa I d /tea c h/5970/5972 t 2.h tm

The Old House Web:

h tt p ://w w w.o I d h o u sew e b. c o n /sto r i e s/ \et a i I e dfi 2 270.s h t m t

i,'i61ry i11;;1 lrrg 1,r iilis iSSle'S aUthOfS:

Carol Burns, "Manufactured Housing: a Double Wide Analysis":
w w w. q s d. h a rv a r d.e d u /st ud i os/s97/b u r n s/i n de x. ht m I

Carol Burns, interview with Bruce Mau and the lnstitute
Without Borders: www. ma ssi vec hanqe.com/2006/06/27/

ca r o l' b u r n s- f e b r u a ry -24 -20 04/
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Look
o

q
at Operation Breakthrough

Operotion Breakthrough wos o progrom of the US Deportment of Housing and urban Development,
authoized by the Housing Law of ry68. l,Jnder HIJD Secretary George Romney, former choinnon of
American Motors Corporation, it combined o competition to identifi promising opprooches to industri-
alized building with o federol effort to oggregote a morket for these new models of housing.

arcCA spoke recently with Richard Bender, orchitect, planner, and author o/A Crack in the Rear-View
Mirror: a View of Industrialized Building (NY Litton Educotionol Publishing, lnc., t97j); orchitect
ond urbon planner Lorry Dod.ge, ond uC Berkeley associote professor Nicholos deMonchaux about
Operation Breakthrough and its lessons for prefabicoted building today.

NdM: My interest in how prefab was being conceived in the '7os has to do with an investigation
I'm doing, an architectural history of the Apollo XI spacesuit. Our enormous military industrial
complex, with its vast expertise in systems and management, failed when it came to the task of
making a spacesuit. Their hard, one-piece systems, which looked beautiful, failed, and the actual
Apollo XI spacesuit was made by the Playtex bra company. It was a twenty-one layered, messy
assemblage of different fabrics, only one of which was specifically designed to go into space. It was
all adaptation and softness and messiness-the qualities that a lot of human landscapes have.

When I first got into the book, I thought there would be only a conceptual link to human
landscapes, but it was interesting to discover that Bernard Schreiber-a developer of the ICBM-
ended up founding Urban Systems Associates, a consulting firm for urban problems; or that fay
Forrester, who invented the Whirlwind computer at MII which ran a lot of the simulation sys-
tems used in the Cold War, wrote one of his last books on urban systems; that Harold B. Fingea
who was an administrator at NASA, went to HUD, where he was a principal manager of Proiect
Breakthrough. And not only did he go to HUD but, by the time the Apollo program was wind-

n Back

top, left and right, 0peration Breakthrough proposal by

The Commodore Corporation; bottom, spun fiberglass proposal

by Spuntech Housing Corporation.
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ing down and NASA was downscaling, a lot of
NASA's state of the art physical technology was

rolled down Constitution Avenue into Marcel

Breuer's HUD building, and people tried to

figure out how to apply it to the problems of
the city.

One of the more interesting parts of the

current conversation about digital technol-

ogy is the notion of parametric design, which

can allow you, instead of designing obiects,

to design systems to design objects. So, based

on local conditions on a facade, for instance,

a louver can be milled in a particular way. And

my limited research into Operation Break-

through teaches me that none of these ideas

are actually new.

RB: The title A Crack in the Rear-View Mirror
came from the fact that a lot of what we're

speculating for the future is actually happen-

ing around us, and we don't see it. For exam-

ple, some of the companies that were submit-

ting for Operation Breakthrough had been in
existence during World War II. There had been

a program then, preparing for after the war,

in which the government solicited proposals

for prefabricated housing. If you go back to

early San Francisco, you'll find prefabricated

churches (shipped from Boston) during the

Gold Rush.

RB: Building Systems Development's School

Construction Systems Development project

was a precedent for Breakthrough. There's a

picture it A Crack in the Rear-View Mirror of

IAk

a helicopter putting an air-conditioning unit
on the roof of the first test building, the first
unit made to go on a roof. It came out of the

building systems design process, and it revo-

lutionized the way air-conditioning is done in
industrial roofs. It was designed for schools as

a way to be more flexible.

The idea was to get manufacturers to

make things they wouldn't make otherwise, by

first aggregating enough schools with a similar

need. A second idea was to make performance

specifications for significant parts, like the air-

conditioning, and to tell people that if you can

make a system that meets these specifications,

there would be a big enough market to try it.

LD: BSD also did an industrialized housing

project for HUD, which served as a model

for Breakthrough, a bunch of small, scattered

sites-I can't recall the number, maybe z,ooo

units scattered throughout zoo sites in East St.

Louis, Illinois. The response was not to make

whole units but to be as efficient as we could in
off-site fabrication that would still be respon-

sive to particular site conditions. We tried to
fabricate smaller scale elements of common-

ality off-site-plumbing walls, for instance.

There's a tendency, however-whether to

make more money, or to demonstrate a dif-
ference from somebody else for marketing
purposes-to make things bigger and simpler

for the producer. So even though I thought we

had been too crude, when it got transferred to

Breakhrough it was cruder yet.

Subsequently, we worked on one housing
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producer's Breakthrough project that envi-

sioned spinning Fiberglass housing modules

in shapes with inherent strength. But the next

step was: well, these are going to be for low-

income folk, and the constraints were enor-

mous. You couldn't stigmatize the poor by

doing some weird-shaped house.

RB: The best way to introduce innovation is

from the top down. If you build prefabricated

luxury houses, then eventually it becomes

acceptable. If you introduce an innovation at

the lowest economic level, there's a feeling

that you're experimenting. And you are. The

Katrina trailers are an example. They found

out after families lived in them for a while that

they poisoned people.

When you talk about the low end of the

market, very often the advantage is not in the

factory but in the way things are financed. As

you put more into the module, you put more

into the mortgage. When I was young, the

refrigerator didn't come with the house; if
you go back further, the closets didn't. We put

more into the mortgage, and you finance the

dishwasher and the refrigerator over a thirty-

year period, and they don't last more than five

years. So you're still paying for that first refrig-

erator. If you put less in the building and let

people accumulate and finish it later, you may

have a better strategy for making low-income

housing than to try to build a finished house.

LD: Another problem was that the military
thought in terms of a single housing market



and one product. That wasn't a response to the
varied conditions ofeach project. It was too far

away-a kind of space-view of the project.

NdM: That's one of the points of my book.

When it came to the individual bodies of the
astronauts, one ofthe biggest battles that Play-

tex fought was to be able to size individual
elements of the spacesuit to small, medium,
and large for each astronaut. Even the slightest
tailoring modification didn't work in the insti-
tutional context.

RB: Boeing came to us at the time the super-

sonic jet was canceled. They had big layoffs,

and they were trying to get into housing
through Breakthrough. Boeing was fascinat-
ing: they were making the wings in Kansas

and the body in Seattle, some of the engines

were made by Rolls Royce, they all had to come

together, and they were all working on them at

the same time. That's one of the keys with pre-

fabrication, the idea that different people can

make complex products in different ways but
with the same interfaces.

NdM:A lot of this can be traced to the ICBM
development. You had an engine system and
a fueling system and a gyroscope, systems so

sophisticated that they needed to be developed

separately. So systems engineers became inter-
face designers, the new profession that came out
ofthat process.

But even though the ICBM was compli-
cated, it was in a way simple. This thing has

-jqo * tftrl

i to go up, it has to come down, it needs to hit
i the right spot and blow up. It's rare that you

I get a problem that has a line drawn around it
so clearly. One of the dangers in the systems

] approach, at least in the context of the military
] was to say, "All these lessons we learned on

this simple problem, we're going to apply to
things where the line is much harder to draw."

LD: I feel I was a Neanderthal in a lot of ways,

because I thought we were inventing rules, as

though we can invent rules, or I know what's

best and it's brand new. There's something
erroneous about the way industrial society has

sliced up the world and then assembled new
rules, whether it's religion, or the Congress, or
us inventing a new way of doing something,
instead ofseeing what happens and responding.

That there has to be a picture of the end

product is the bane ofevery project. It could be

because of financing, it could be land use orga-

nization, it could be somebody saying, "Well,

we have to ensure a certain level ofquality for
the future."

RB: A preoccupation of mine in this regard is

evolution. The state of the art in evolutionary
thinking focuses less on the traditional notion
of evolution in search of optima, and instead
on the idea of the best adjacent possibilities.
That's how systems change. A lot of what we're
talking about in the design of these systems is

optima. Well, even if we identify what is opti-
mal, we may not be able to get there from where

we are. So we might look instead for possibilities

left to right: cover o'f Architectural Design, November'1971,

showing members of the Euilding Systems Design team;

Breakthrough proposal by TRIV Systems; proposal by Townland;

astronaut James Aldrin in the Apollo Xl spacesuit; Breakthrough

proposal by Alcoa.

that are better than where we are and adjacent to

where we are, and we might look for systems to

manage change.

Siegried Giedion said that architecture
begins with construction and ends with city
planning. I started my career as a civil engi-
neer. In New York, you could make a flat slab

in an apartment house six inches thick and in
a twenty-story apartment house get an extra
floor. And you could just paint it. I realized

architects were doing all the interesting work,
so I went into architecfure.

But one of the things you find out is, if
you want to do low-income housing, you have

to build a lot of houses. And when you're talk-
ing about a lot ofhouses, you're going to need

to become a planner, because everyone says,

"That's a good idea, but not here." So my
career moved from construction to planning
before I realized it.

LD: If you look at things in a systems way, the
end product is anywhere along the line. Every-

thing is a component of some larger system. If
you look at the world that way, then what's the
productl There isn't any isolated product. o
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Design for Disassembly
in the built environment:

a guide to closed-loop design and building

Review

Df D - Desiqn for Disassembly in the
Built Environment: A Guide to C/osed-Loop
Design and Building
Brad Guy and Nicholas Ciarimboli

I
Marc L'ltalien, AIA

Prepared on behalf of the City of Seattle, King County, Washington, and

Resource Venture, lnc. by the Homer Center for Community Design, The

Pennsylv ania State U niversity. Available at http : / /www.metrokc.gov / dnrp /
sw d / gr e e nb u il din g f c on stru cti o n -r e q cling / di s a s s embly. a sp.

Today's deconstruction bears no relation to either the Deconstructivist

Architecture exhibit launched by The Museum of Modern Art in 1988

or the short-lived architecture movement that followed in its wake.

(Although Philip fohnson himself declared it neither a style nor a move-

ment, it turned out to be both.)

Far from a stylistic pursuit, deconstruction today is about planning

the fullest lives for buildings and giving proper consideration to their

ultimate demise. The term "disassembly," used interchangeably with
"deconstruction," also refers to products. In the context ofbuildings, it
is an emerging field that has received scant attention until now. DfD /
Design for Disassembly in the Built Environrnent: A Guide to Closed-Loop

Design ond Building, a recently published guide written by Brad Guy

and Nicholas Ciarimboli, asks us to see buildings as a strategy with a

dynamic life. This broad view begins with the way architects design.

Ripe with potential and quickly gaining acceptance, this thinking
is long overdue.

The construction industry consumes 6o percent of all materials

moving within the U.S. economy. It is predicted that z7 percent of all

buildings that existed in the year zooo will be replaced before zo3o.

I
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By zo3o, over 50 percent of buildings will have been built after the year

zooo. It's our choice to either devise a plan for how to dispose of all the

waste, or consider seriously the principles of DfD for extending build-
ings' lives and planning an environmentally sensitive way to repair,

renovate, and eliminate.

Consider the products deployed into the marketplace today and

how they differ from those ofjust 20 to Jo years ago. Today we purchase

cheaply constructed, non-recyclable products that have a short useful

life. When they break, we dispose of them and purchase replacements.

We don't think about the embodied energy in replacements when we

cash in on those warranties, nor do we think about the landfill our dis-

carded models will eventually call home. Now consider buying quality

machines and appliances, such as blenders, designed for longer lives

with interchangeable, recyclable components. Preventative maintenance

and periodic repairs become the bread and butter ofa local repair shop

industry. In the process, we utilize far fewer natural resources and, for a

fraction of the cost, get many more years out of our trusty blender. This

is how it used to be-but we've gotten far away from it. We often find
tomorrow's answers by looking to the past. Now let's apply this same

thinking to buildings.

As the world moves away from the twentieth century's industrial
extract-consume-dispose approach to natural resources, DfD supports

knowledge-based design and challenges architects to use their creativ-

ity to close the design loop. Why) Because our planet can't continue to
provide the resources for buildings as we know them today. Tomorrow's

buildings-like yesterday's appliances-should be built to last and

designed for adaptability. They should be easier to repair, and function-
ing components should be easily disassembled and earmarked for other

uses at the end of a building's life.
The obstacles to DfD are: the speculative nature ofbuildings; nega-

tive perceptions and beliefs in systems designed for deconstruction;

composites and petroleum-based products; coatings and layers of finish;
connection methods that are difficult to undo; loss of craft skills to cre-

ate aesthetically pleasing connections and fasteners; and the labor costs

to deconstruct and sort. Many municipalities nationwide are proving
that sorting is quickly becoming commonplace. Altering the rest is up

to architects and the construction industry.

Guy and Ciarimboli cite examples from a simpler time, when
people relied on disassembly for their very existence, exemplified by the

North American teepee and the craft-oriented joinery of traditional fapa-
nese architecture. They also show success stories oftoday's planning for
future adaptability. The Wal-Mart in Lawrence, Kansas, was designed by

William McDonough + Partners to outlive its current program and con-

vert to housing by supporring a future second level. In San Francisco,

the current home for the California College of the Arts, designed by

Thnner Leddy Maynrm Stacy, is the successful transformation of a for-

mer Greyhound maintenance facility that SOM designed in r95r.

The D/D guide was intended for owners, architects, and builders.

Although impeccably researched, this trailblazing document reads more

like a call to action. The strategies come off far more complicated than

they are, as one labors through its long text, endless lists, and numerous

bullet points. Its format could be improved with better diagrams and

larger photos that more clearly illustrate the concepts. Packaging aside,

there's a lot to draw from.
Simplicity is dearly a key concept of DfD. Simple fiame buildings are

suggested with exposed fasteners and, in some cases, directions for disas-

sembly are dearly noted at the connection point. Disassembly documents

are also suggested as a futwe method for deconstructing buildings. This

seems like overhll, because these documents would describe means and

methods. Any contractor who understands record constnrction drawings

can figure out how to take a building apart. Disassembly allows us to retool

the demolition process as we know it today. Easy: no manuals, additional

drawings, or dynamite required-and no liability for architects.

Still, I can't help but wonder if these ideas will ever translate to

larger, more complicated building programs and wet assemblies (com-

ponents constructed for a specific project at a specific site and less read-

ily separated out at the end of life-concrete shear walls for example),

and if so, howl The guide doesn't get us there, so that's where our inge-

nuity takes over. Let's focus our energy on changing those systems we

take for granted, systems we know will have to be replaced long before

the end of a building's life, such as window and finish attachment
details-inside and out. While we're at it, we could look into designing

large concrete floor decks for disassembly and future resale. Doing so

would eliminate the energy required to reconstitute the components

and would save the energy required to pour new decks all over again.

The reliance on landfill still lurks beneath the pages of the guide,

when we consider that a material's potential decreases with each cycle.

A tremendous amount of energy is required to recycle and reconstitute

products for their next market. I feel the emphasis should be first on

adaptability, with disassembly only as a last resort. Designing exclu-

sively for longevity and reuse is a much more challenging prospect.

If successful, we ultimately eliminate resource depletion and arrive at

what the zoo6 Factor ro manifesto calls dematerialization. Architects

now have an opportunity, through design, to help chart the future
course of how buildings are built and envision a future industry broker-

ing reused building components on a massive and unprecedented scale.

Make no mistake---our need to change is our biggest threat. This

change will recognize a new design process in which architects pon-

der distant program scenarios far into the future. By laying down the

rhythm track, they will provide the early foundation for the number
and, thereby, set the stage for a future jam session. This could be a deal

breaker for strong egos.

DJD is the future. Many bugs need to be worked out before it gains

more widespread acceptance. The authors force us to look hard at the sta-

tus quo, challenging us to alter our perceptions and change the way build-

ings go together. Thanla to Guy and Ciarimboli for getting us thinking. o
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Norma Sklarek, FAIA,

Honored by the California

' State Legislature
ili

Lori Reed

Norma Sklarek, FAIA, is a woman of many firsts. She is the first Afri-
can-American woman licensed as an architect in the United States, the

first to have Fellowship bestowed upon her by the AIA, and the first
to form an architectural firm. Because of these and other pioneering

accomplishments in the architectural profession, she was recognized

and honored on the floors of the California State Senate and State

Assembly on August 20, 2oo7.

Norma Merrick Sklarek was born in 1928. She was raised in New

York at the edge of Harlem. From an early age, she exhibited solid artis-

tic talents and excelled in school - especially in math. Her mother was a

homemaker and her father was a physician. They instilled in Norma the
strong beliefthat she could succeed in a profession, and in life, through
hard work, education, and a positive attitude.

Her grades were always excellent, and she took the time to give

serious thought to what she wanted to be when she grew up. She accom-

panied her father on his house calls during her adolescence. From that
experience, she determined that medicine was not for her. She decided

to merge her love of art and math and pursue architecfure as a career.

She was accepted at Columbia's School of Architecture in ry46,
but first had to prove her academic worth by taking her freshman year

at Barnard College in Liberal Arts. She then entered Columbia and

graduated in r95o as the first African-American woman ever awarded a

Bachelor of Architecture Degree.
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Norma passed her licensing exam on her first try and quickly became well known for her

skills in the technical side ofthe architectural profession. She also began to tutor other architec-

tural graduates in the ways and means of passing the licensing exam-eventually coaching hun-

dreds of successful licensing recipients.

Norma was the first black female architect registered and licensed in New York-and the

United States-in 1954. In 196z she moved to California, where she became the first black

female architect licensed here.

She worked from 196o-198o as head of the architectural department of Gruen Associates in
Los Angeles. Among the many projects for which she was responsible during that time were the

Fox Plaza in San Francisco, the American Embassy Building in Tokyo, and the Queens Fashion

Mall in New York.

From r98o-r985, she served as Vice President ofWelton Becket and Associates, where her

major proiect was the Terminal One Building at Los Angeles International Airport.
In 1985, she became the first black female to form and manage an architectural firm, Siegel,

Sklarek, Diamond, which was at its formation the largest woman-owned architectural firm in
the United States. From 1989 to her semiretirement in 1996, Norma was a principal with fon
|erde Associates, where she was involved with major architectural projects throughout the world,

including the Mall of America, the largest shopping center in the U.S.

In addition to a career record of significant professional achievements and technical excel-

lence, Norma has balanced family life, teaching at UC[A, lecturing at many architecture schools,

and non-stop mentoring and coaching ofyounger colleagues.

Over the years, she has served the profession and public in many capacities, serving as a

member of the Architectural Guild of USC, an NCARB Master Juror, a member and chair of the

AIA Ethics Committee, and a member of Goodwill Industries' Board of Governors. She has just

completed a term as a Governor-appointed member of the California Architects Board.

Norma has received awards, honors, and testimonials from countless professional and
community groups over the course of her impressive career. Among these are recognition from
NCARB, AIA, the California State University, Tirrner Broadcasting, Association of Black Women
Entrepreneurs, Goodwill Industries, National Organization of Minority Architects, Hampton
University, Association for Women in Architecture, and the Y.W.C.A.

Norma's peers recognized her as a Fellow of the American Institute of Architects in r98o,
the first black woman to be so honored. ln zoo7, the AIA California Council and State Senator

Sheila James Kuehl (D-Santa Monica) arranged for Norma to be honored by the State Legislature.
"As a woman, I am personally touched and impressed by what Norma has achieved in the

practice ofarchitecture, as well as by what she has given back to the profession through her ser-

vice. This recognition could not go to a more deserving person. She is a role model for all current
and future architects," said Pamela Touschner, AlA, zooT AIA California Council President.

"Norma Sklarek, FAIA, has been a trailblazer in the architectural profession in so many
ways. AIA National is excited to see the California Legislature honor Ms. Sklarek's accomplish-
ments, and we extend our warmest congratulations to her for an impressive lifetime of achieve-

ment," added Paul Mendelsohn, AIA Vice President, Government and Community Relations.

Norma is enjoying her semi-retirement while continuing to work as a consultant to profes-

sional colleagues. o

tditofs note: As we were qoing to press, we were delighted to learn that Norna Sklarek, fAlA, has been awarded the AIA tlr/hitney M.

Young, Jr. Award.This award, in honor of the late filhitney M. Young Jr., who challenged the architectural profession to assume its

responsibility toward current social issues, is conferred bythe AIA Eoard of Directorsononorditectorarditecturollyorientedorgonizotionin

reagnition of 0 significlnt contribution towlil meeting thh raponsibility.



Under the Radar

Six
La Jolla
Sebastian Mariscal Studio,
San Diego

Sebastian Mariscal Studio has been slowly building a portfolio of well-

regarded contemporary housing projects throughout the city of San

Diego. Their latest is Six, a rowhouse proiect just a block from the beach

in La |olla, one of San Diego's most desirable and expensive neighbor-

hoods. As with all of these projects, Mariscal is the developer, architect,

and contractor.

Six sits on a sloping lot on a curving street, a topographic condi
tion made subtly evident as the apparently identical units curve and

drop with the terrain. The rowhouses sit atop an underground garage

accessible from the side street on the low side of the site; they address

the sidewalk through a small gate in a hedge that provides privacy to the

open units beyond.

Each rowhouse is composed of two parts that are expressed in
their finish materials. Service elements (stairs, elevators, storage, and

the like) are placed in limestone-clad pylons that act as sound gaskets

between the units. A1l living spaces are contained in wood boxes that

bridge between the stone pylons. The wood boxes-clad completely in
ipe-contain bedrooms at the second and third floors. Under the wood

box, a large loft-like space for the kitchen and living areas extends into
gardens on both ends. This connection is made seamless by the use

of fold-away glass doors that completely open both ends of the room.

Ipe flooring runs outside as decking in both directions, connecting the

garden and terrace areas to the interior. In fact, this "slipping" ofinside
to out is so effective that, when the doors are folded back, you feel as

Eric Naslund, FAIA
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though you are in a covered exterior space.

Six is a quintessentially Southern California

housing scheme that builds on a legacy of seam-

less connections between house and garden.

The real genius of Six is that it accomplishes this
with such a deceptively simple kit-ofparts. o

Developer-Designer-Builder:

Sebastian Mariscal Studio

Project Manager:

feff Svitak

Structural Engineer:

Omar Mobayed
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The Handbook on Project Delive
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I ln response to the overwhelming need for information a
today's complex and innovative project delivery methods a
trends, The American lnstitute of Architects. California Coun
(AIACC) has developed a comprehensive guide for archi
their clients, and contractors, to assist in important buildi
related decision making. the Handboak on Project
includes 15 new case studies providing a thorough evaluati
of many different delivery methods. This resource helps buildi
teams with the selection of the most appropriate method '

each project.

I
To order your copy of the Handbaok on Praject Delivery, vi
aiacc.org and select ''purchase" or call (916) 448-9082.
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Specify hoducts That Perforu,!
When Seismic Braclng Quesfions come
Up, look to

Unistruf&
Quesfions about Cracked Concrete?
Look to

FASTENERS
Lord & Sont lnc. is your connectlon

1 -800458 -3791 . www.lordandsons.com

F.sbnlng & Cmttwtlon $hrdas

HORBURN
SSOCIATES

Acousuc AND TrcHxolocy Coxsur,raxrs

A Professional Service Firm ProvidingAcoustical Consulting and
Technology System Design and Engineering forthe Commercial,
Corporate, Leisure, Public, Residential, and Retail lndustries.

Three Locations to Serve You:
San Francisco, CA 510.886.7826
LosAngeles, CA 818.569.0234
Raleigh-Durham,NC 919.463.9995

For additional information on our firm visit our web site
at: wvrw.TA-Inc.com

or send an email to: TA@TA-Inc.com

T
A

Thorburn Associates Inc is proud
to be anAIA/CES Provider.

llek$tonB'

lnnovotive. Duroble.
Non-Combuslible.

Finolly, o stylish olternotive to wood

decking for both high ond low decks.

800.572.9029
www.dekstone.com

$} stepstone, rn,c.

Stepstone, lnc. Notionol DistributionI
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Elegant & Luxurious
Precast Concrete Decking
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-a January 16, 2008
Registration : 7:30 . Breakfast: 8:fl) . Presentations: 8 :30.1 O:fi) AM

Embassy Suites, Anaheim South .714-539-3300
1'1767 Harbor Blvd., Garden Grove, CA 92840

I

January 17,2OO8
Registration; 7:30. Breakfast: 8:(X). Presentations: 8:30.10:fl) AM

Hilton Garden lnn .510-658-9300
1800 Powell Street, Emeryville, CA 94608

Zetlin & De Chiara: Robert H. Shaffer, Jr. is a Partner in the
LA office of Zefrin & De Chiara LLf a national construction law firm.

City of San Jose Public\ticrks: Katy Albn, Dretur of PudicWorks.

Turner Construction: Mike O'Brien, Senior Vice President and
General Manager for Turner Construction, Northern California.

Adenium Systems: Dave Wagner is a developer, project
manager, technical sales representative, partner manager

AGC

t

Zetlin & De Chiara: Robert H. Shaffet Jr. is a Partner in the
LA office of Zetlin & De Chiara LLB a national construction law firm.

LA Community College District Larry Eisenberg, Executive Director
for Facilities Planning and Development for the Los Angeles
Community College District. (LACCD)

Clark Construction: Marc Kersey, VP Clark Construction Calilornia

Adenium Systems: Dave Wagner, developer, project manager,
technical sales rep., partner manager and strategic planner.

and strategic planner Ior software solutions.

Address City

State Email

Company Name: Contact Name:_

Subscription lnformation

Number attending @ $65.00
@ $45.00

Order Online at www.aiacc.org

Send check or money order to:

c/o AIA California Council
1303 J Street, Suite 200
Sacramento, CA 95814

Make check or money order payable to:
AIA California Council

To pay by credit card, please check one:
flVisa I Mastercard

Account #:

Expiration Date:

For more information contact:
Foster Ph; 800-343-3634 or

Fx:2O6-378-4720

Four issues per year:

S24 AIA members;515 Students
534 non-members, U.S.;539 Canada;

542 foreign
Single copies:

56 AIA members; 59 non-members

Note: AIACC members receive one free subscription of
arcCA as a benefit of their dues.
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Shen Milsom & Witke
I ntegrated communications technology and
acoustic consulting

Multimedia, Building security
lnformation technology and
Acoustics
212.72s.6800
www.smwinc.com
info@smwinc.com
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Norma Sklarek, FAIA,

on her receipt
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Whitney M. Young, Jr.
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... and Counting

Visit Your Local Architecture School's Library

to Look at These Three Out of Print'PreFab' Books

Wachsmann, The furning Point of Euilding: Structure

and Design, Reinhold Publishing, 1951

Jandl, Burns & Auer, /esterday's Houses of lomorrow:

I n n ov at i v e A me r i c an Homes 1850-1950,

Preservation Press, 1991

Benedikt and Steinegger, Jean Prouve: Prefabrication,

Structures and flenents,Pall Mall Press, l97l

www.library.cca.edu

Market Segments of PreFab Products (listed from

least to most on-site labor)

Manufactured Homes (5% of prefab market)

Built entirely in a factory, usually referred to as

HUD-Code or Mobile Homes

Modular Homes (7% of prefab market)

70-85% factory built and shipped to site

for completion

Panelized Homes (45% of prefab market)

Constructed with factory-built panels for

whole walls

Pre-Cut Homes (included in the panelized home

percentage)

Kit homes, log homes, and dome homes

Production Builders (430/o of prefab market)

Use factory fabricated roof trusses and

other components

www.pathnet.org

Four Magazines You Probably Don't Read

Building Systens Magazine

Automated Builder

Manufactured Hone Merchandiser

Modern Homes Development

www.calcat.org

Buckminster (Bucky) Fuller on PreFab Structures
"Conventional mobile homes are in effect extruded

through tunnels and bridges, which restricts their size

and shape."

Courtesy of Jay Baldwin, CCA lndustrial Design Faculty

www.cca.edu

Recent Downtrend of Manufactured Housing Units

(annual US production figures)

1998 | 350,000 (peak)

2005 | 146,000 (including FEMA-Katrina bump of 17,000)

www.housingzone.com

Five Largest US Factory-Built Home Manufacturers

CMH Manufacturing (TN)

Champion Enterprises (Ml)

Palm Harbor Homes (TX)

Fleetwood Enterprises (CA)

Skyline Corporation (lN)

www.probuilder.com

Price to Purchase Plans for a Lowe's lGtrina Cottage

s700

www.l ow e s.com/l owe s/l k n? a c t i o n = p g &p =2006_l a n d i n q/
Kat r i n a_Cotta q e/ Kat r i n aCott a g e.ht m I

David Meckel, FAIA

Bucky's Dymaxion Witchita House

Weighed and cost the same per pound as a 1946

Cadillac limo (5,000 lbs) and, like a car, was meant to

be paid off in five years

Courtesy of Jay Baldwin, CCA lndustrial Design Faculty

www.cca.edu

First Mail 0rder Kit Homes

Sears Roebuck & Co., which sold houses through its

catalogs and sales offices to nearly 100,000 clients

between 1908 and 1940. Priced from 5650 to 52,500,

each "Houses by Mail" kit included lumber, nails,

shingles, windows, doors, hardware, and house paint.

Fron PR|FABby Allison Arieff and Eryan Burkhart,

Gibbs Smith, 2002.

www.library.cca.edu

Your Tax Dollars at Work

Everything you ever wanted to know about PreFab and

other housing types:

www.path net.orq (Partnership for Advancing

Technology in Housing)

www.toolbase.orq (Technical information on products,

materials, technologies, and housing systems)
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The Castles of Cambria
This fall, I found myself on a family vacation along California's Central

Coast and stopped over in Cambria for a couple ofnights. The purpose

of the stop-beyond enfoying the town and its beautiful coast-was to

take my sons to Hearst Castle. What I had forgotten was that Cambria

is also home to another idiosyncratic, visionary residence now open

for tours. As it turned out, we saw both homes in the same day, and

the comparisons proved as enlightening as the tours themselves.

The other residence is Nitt Witt Ridge (California Historic Land-

mark 939), the home and inhabited folk artwork of the late Art Beal,

who hand built his home over more than fifiry years using the cast-offs

of others. Apparently, Art was once Cambria's trash collector and was

rumored to have worked on William Randolph Hearst's place iust up

the road. Along the way he made use of old tires, washing machines,

beer cans, car rims, toilets, broken tile, abalone shells-you name it-
to inhabit his z-rlz acre hillside site. The result was a collage of found

and appropriated objects that are somehow spun into shelter.

Nitt Witt Ridge is often referred to as the "poor man's Hearst

Castle," and for good reason. Both residences are curated collections

of what their makers found valuable. Hearst collected things already

understood to be valuable and important, things thus available to him
because of his vast wealth. Beal, in contrast, elevated the discards of
his neighbors to something that seemed beautiful to him. In a world

increasingly concerned about our environmental condition and dwin'

dling resources, perhaps there is an important lesson for us. o

Eric Naslund, FAIA

photography by Eric Naslund, FAIA
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